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The assembly floor at the “new”
Fleetwood RV, where the company employs lean
manufacturing techniques to reduce waste and lower
production costs (page 30). Jayco introduced two
new towable lines during its Annual Dealer
Homecoming: the fifth-wheel Pinnacle and,
pictured, the Skylark travel trailer (page 19).
COVER: It’s said that most people can’t see the
forest for the trees. Not surprisingly, few can look at
a finished vehicle and appreciate the work of the
suppliers who contributed to it. In this issue, we’ve
taken a look at 10 ‘game-changing’ suppliers who,
while sometimes overlooked, have contributed
substantially to the
overall health and
evolution of the RV
industry. All are
highly reputable firms
with solid market
shares in their
respective product
categories.
Photo by Shawn
Spence.
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A Historic Moment in the West
Chicago Suburbs with Navistar
International and Monaco RV

M

and Navistar International Corp. brought
dealers and the industry press together July 28 and 29 for the
first Monaco Dealer Congress since the Coburg, Ore., motorized and towable RV manufacturer was purchased and renamed last
year by the nation’s largest truck maker. And with the senior managements of both companies in attendance Thursday at Navistar’s massive Melrose Park Engine Plant in the west Chicago suburbs, the
two companies unveiled their first collaborative effort — the
32- and 35-foot 2011 Monaco Vesta Class A motorhome.
We’ll tell you more about that meeting and the Vesta —
which will also be marketed as the Holiday Rambler Trip — in
our next issue due to deadline considerations. But we can say
that this meeting in our view was yet another historic moment —
not only because the Vesta brings together Monaco’s considerable
motorized RV legacy and Navistar’s
world-class truck industry technology in a sleek front-engine coach
with a low center of gravity, airbag
suspension and tapered rear section
that could well capture the eye of
the modern North American motorhome enthusiast. And not only
because the $195,000 Vesta, built on
a proprietary 26,000-pound GVWR
Monaco Roadmaster chassis
equipped with a 260-hp Maxxforce
7 engine that could get up to 18
mpg, represents the new familial
look and design cues of a new wave of Navistar/Monaco-spawned motorhomes.
Of equal significance to the industry at large is that it means that yet another
proud American brand name is obstinantly fighting its way back from the precipice
of the Great Recession. And while some companies and individuals were clearly hurt
in the recession in general and in particular by Monaco Coach Corp.’s Chapter 11
bankruptcy, the fact of the matter is that we should all take heart as an industry in
this recent turn of events and in the rebirth of the Monaco brand, just as we applaud
the renaissance of the Fleetwood nameplate in this same issue. More later.
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• • •

When the smoke clears from this crazy year and we can all sit back and reflect on
2010, maybe we’ll all realize just how much of a public relations coup this whole RV
Industry Centennial promotion was (see page 18) because it gave the industry a
chance to publicly crow about it’s past and longevity and modern products and
current market resurgence while licking its wounds from one of the most daunting
downturns in U.S. history. And, hey, that’s how it’s supposed to work. PR Week, a
leading public relations trade journal, recognized all that in its June 16 edition. Kudos
to RVIA and its agency, Barton Gilanelli & Associates, the Philadelphia-based
advertising/PR firm that just marked its 20th year with RVIA. Δ
As Vice President of RV Trade Publications for TL Enterprises Inc., Sherman Goldenberg, based
in Elkhart, Ind., oversees RV Business & Woodall’s Campground Management.
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RVDA Hosts RV Market
Outlook Panel During
‘10 Dealer Convention
The RV industry’s retail scorekeeper,
Tom Walworth of Statistical Surveys
Inc., will lead a high-powered panel discussion delving into the market and
credit forces impacting the RV industry
on Oct. 7 during the 2010 RV Dealers
International Convention/Expo.
The panel of industry experts also includes:
Ron Fenech, RV Group president,
Thor Industries Inc.; Peter Lannon,
group president – RV & Motorsports, GE
Capital Commercial Distribution Finance;
and Craig Kennison, senior research
analyst for Consumer Products & Automotive Services, Robert W. Baird & Co.
The panel will focus on minimizing
risk factors with RV floorplan loans, a
manufacturing outlook on the future of
RV product development and distribution, financial markets, and the impact
the issues will have on the dealer’s bottom line.
“This session is sure to be extremely
informative for everyone attending the
upcoming convention,” said RVDA Convention Chairman Peter Albano. “It will
provide some important steps that dealers can take to reduce their risk and successfully meet the financial challenges
we are all facing today. The Convention/Expo Committee secured an outstanding group of RV industry experts
to participate in this event.” Δ

Keith D. Corson Was a
Founder of Coachmen
Keith D. Corson, 74, of Granger, Ind.,
one of the founders of Coachmen Industries Inc., passed away July 14
after an extended illness.
Corson served in the U.S. Marine
Corps after which he attended Wichita
State University. In 1964, he and his
brothers Tom and Claude Corson,
founded Coachmen Industries Inc. in
Middlebury. Keith helped engineer the
company’s earliest products as president of the firm and oversaw all manufacturing and procurement operations
until 1981. He returned to Coachmen Industries in 1990 and resumed the position of president and a director until his
retirement in 2000. He also had served
the RVIA as standards committee chairman. Δ

Chinese Bus Builder Confirms Plans to
Sell Class A Diesel Motorhomes in U.S.
The Coach, Built by Yutong Bus Co. Ltd., is Expected to Be Available in Spring 2011.
Initial Sales of the 28- to 30-Foot Motorhome Will Be Through West Coast Dealers;
Company Expects to Manufacture 150-200 Units, ‘Double or Triple That in 2nd Year.’
Yutong Bus Co. Ltd., the largest manufacturer of
commercial buses in China, expects to be selling
Class A diesel pusher motorhomes in the U.S. by next
spring, according to RV industry veteran Bill Horvath
who is heading up the venture.
The yet-to-be named motorhome will be built in
China and initially will be shipped to the West Coast
for distribution, Horvath told RVBusiness July 27 by
phone from China.
Horvath said Yutong expects to build 150 to 200
motorhomes the first year — mostly using componentry manufactured in the U.S. — and ”hopefully
double or triple that in the second year.”
”The Class A market is still a little unstable,” said
Horvath, whose domestic industry experience dates
back to Mallard Coach and Damon Corp. ”This fall will
tell us what that segment of the market will be doing.
This is quite a task when you put it in perspective.”
Initially, Yutong intended to convert buses it builds
in China into motorhomes, Horvath said. ”But there
were a couple of issues about weight, cost and certification of selling in the U.S.,” he said. ”We will buy
some of the material in Elkhart, ship it here (to China)
and then ship the unit back to the U.S.”
Ironically, he noted, many of the components
used to build motorhomes in the U.S. already are
manufactured in China to U.S. specifications.
Yutong executives have been planning an entry
into the U.S. market for two years and attended last
year’s Louisville Show to gain a better perspective on
the market.

The fiberglass-and-aluminum motorhome will be
available on 28- to 30-foot floorplans on 22,000pound GVWR chassis equipped with 250/280-hp
Cummins or Navistar diesel engines. Retail pricing is
not yet available.
The first Yutong’s motorhome ”will be mostly traditional as we go through a learning curve and minimize
risk,” Horvath said. A second version already in the
planning stages that will be available in late 2011 or
early 2012 will be a little more experimental, he added.
Horvath said the specific chassis for the new motorhomes has not be selected yet. ”We are still working with chassis manufacturers,” he said. ”We believe
the future will be for small motorhomes. You don’t
need 45 feet of vehicle and six slideouts to enjoy the
beauty and nature of the country.”
The manner in which Yutong’s motorhomes will
be distributed also still needs to be determined. ”We
may partner with someone in the United States,” Horvath said, adding that the coach initially will be available through West Coast dealerships and later
throughout the country. ”It will be easier to penetrate
the West Coast first,” he said.
Yutong will have a backlog of 20 to 40 units before they become available to dealers, he said. ”We
will have to do some speculation to have some units
in inventory, probably on the West Coast so that when
dealers want it, it will be ready to go.”
While initial production will take place in China,
”that doesn’t mean that won’t change down the
continued on page 14

Kentucky Exposition Center Hosts 2,867
RVs, 10,000 Visitors for AGI’s ‘The Rally’
Staged Completely Indoors Inside Expansive Complex, the Summer’s Largest RV
Gathering Also Included 350 Exhibitor Booths, Displays by 42 OEMs and Dealers
All things considered,
“The Rally,” Affinity
Group Inc.’s (AGI) 11th
annual consumer gathering July 22-25 at the Kentucky Exposition Center
(KEC) in Louisville,
couldn’t have gone better,
reported Terry Thompson,
vice president of sales for
Affinity Media/RV and a key organizer of The
Rally.

“All in all, we exceeded expectations,”
said Thompson, who’s
based in Seattle and
handled the commercial exhibits. “These
guys (exhibitors) came
to Louisville hoping to
have a good show. Not
only did they have a
good show, they had a great show.”
continued on page 16
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Winnebago Signs Three-Year
Agreement With Freightliner

RVIA Reports June Shipments Reach 27,000 Units,
Annualized Rate of More Than 285,000 Deliveries

Freightliner Custom Chassis Corp. (FCCC)
has entered into a three-year exclusivity agreement with Winnebago Industries Inc.
Under the exclusivity agreement, FCCC’s
XCS straight rail and XCL lowered rail will be
offered as standard for the Winnebago Journey
and Journey Express, Winnebago Tour, Itasca
Meridian, Itasca Meridian V Class and Itasca
Ellipse rear dieselpusher motorhomes.
“We are pleased to
have signed this exclusivity agreement
with Winnebago Industries, continuing
FCCC’s long-standing
relationship
with
Jonathan Randall
them,” said Jonathan
Randall, director of sales and marketing for
FCCC. “This partnership enables FCCC to continue to offer Winnebago and Itasca customers
an opportunity to experience performance and
customer support only FCCC can provide.”
Bill O’Leary, vice
president of product
development for Winnebago Industries,
said the partnership
with FCCC will allow
for substantial business growth.
“Our agreement is
Bill O’Leary
mutually beneficial,”
O’Leary said. “We use FCCC exclusively for our
rear diesel pusher chassis based on three key
elements: innovative design; reliability; and
after sales support. Plus, our agreement with
FCCC is an integral part of our growth strategy
moving forward.” Δ

Deliveries to retailers of all RVs
climbed to their highest level in more
than two years as June shipments reached
27,000 units, 10% greater than May and
72.6% greater than June last year, the
Recreation Vehicle Industry Association
(RVIA) reported in late July.
This marked the 10th consecutive
month where shipments were greater
than the same month one year earlier,
and the June totals presented an annualized rate of more than 285,000 units,
RVIA noted.
Towable RV shipments increased
67.3% over June last year as travel trailers
improved 65.3%, while fifth-wheel trailers nearly doubled. Conventional
Class A motorhomes tripled in June,
helping to raise all motorhome totals to
2,500 units in the month and raised yearto-date totals to 13,500 units, which is
slightly better than all of 2009.
All categories rose in June over June

Chrysler Now Marketing Livin’ Lite Trailers

Jayco Enlarges Motorhome
Plant for Entegra Production

Chrysler Group LLC on July 19 began marketing its private-label, all-aluminum Jeep-brand folding camping trailer manufactured by Livin’ Lite Recreational Vehicles LLC, Wakarusa, Ind.
The Jeep Camper Trailer is being marketed through Chrysler’s Mopar division,
which distributes approximately 280,000 OEM parts and accessories for
Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep and Ram trucks, and will be available through Mopar beginning Aug. 1.
”The Jeep brand is widely known for providing its customers with a sense of
freedom and adventure, with a mix of vehicles to take them wherever they want
to go,” said Mike Manley, president and CEO of the Jeep brand, in a press release.
”Families may hook up an off-road Jeep camper to their capable Jeep vehicle and
enjoy an ultimate outdoor adventure that no other manufacturer can offer.”
The Jeep Camper Trailer is available in two nine-foot floorplans — the Jeep
Trail and Jeep Extreme Trail, both incorporating Jeep Wrangler’s design cues,
including Rubicon 17-inch cast-aluminum wheels, taillights, fender flairs, rear
bumper, badging and hood tie-downs. The 4-sleeper campers have 850-pound
and 1,050-pound dry weights, respectively with MSRPs of $9,995 and $11,995.

Jayco Inc. has completed an addition to its
Plant 41 facility in Middlebury, Ind. The steel
addition contains 30,150 square feet of manufacturing space that includes 6,000 square feet
of new mezzanine, as well as new and renovated areas throughout the building. The addition is needed to accommodate growing
demand for motorhomes produced by the
company’s Entegra Coach Inc. division.
The motorhome facility is located on the
west side of State Road 13 at the extreme
south end of the Jayco campus in Middlebury.
The addition will bring the total square footage
devoted to EC Class A products to approximately 50,000 square feet. The entire facility is
now 215,000 square feet. Δ
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2009 and are well ahead of the 2009 pace
(with year-to-date totals following each
entry):
•Travel trailer shipments totaled
16,700, up 65.3% (YTD: 81,500, up
84.8%).
•Fifth-wheel shipments totaled 5,900,
up 90.3% (YTD: 30,100, up 96.7%).
•Folding camping trailer shipments totaled 1,700, up 30.8% (YTD: 9,400, up
40.3%).
•Truck camper shipments totaled 300,
up 50% (YTD: 1,500, up 50%).
•In the motorized sector:
•Class A shipments totaled 1,200, up
200% (YTD: 6,500, up 195.5%).
•Class B shipments totaled 200, up
100% (YTD: 900, up 80%).
•Class C shipments totaled 1,100, up
120% (YTD: 6,100, up 110.3%).
Year-to-date, towable shipments are up
82.6% and motorized shipments are up
141.1%; combined they are up 87.1%. Δ
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of the NEWS

TRVA Convention Aug. 13-16
in Austin to Feature Speakers
From New Texas DMV Agency
Key officials with the newly formed Texas
Department of Motor Vehicles will be the featured speakers at the 37th Annual Texas Recreation Vehicle Association (TRVA) Convention
Aug. 13-16 in San Antonio, Texas.
The theme for this year’s convention is
“Reaping Benefits and Harvesting Success.”
About 200 TRVA members representing RV
dealerships, manufacturers and suppliers and
the campground industry are expected to attend. The convention will be held at the Westin
Riverwalk.
Victor Vandergriff, who led the lobbying effort to create the new state agency independent
of the Texas Department of Transportation and
now heads the new agency as chairman, will
be the featured speaker at Sunday night’s President’s Banquet.
Also appearing at the convention will be Ed
Serna, executive director of the new agency,
and Carol Kent, interim director of the agency’s
enforcement division.
“These three people are the most key people
in the state of Texas involving the RV industry,”
said Clark McEwen, TRVA executive director.
TRVA lobbied extensively in the 2009 session of the Texas Legislature to get motor vehicles out of TexDOT and put into an independent
agency.
“We think once everything is up and running, the concerns our industries have will be
addressed more efficiently and quicker by a
stand-alone agency,” McEwen said.
Vandergriff formerly served as vice president of V.T. Inc. and Automotive Investment
Group, the largest private retail automotive
group in the United States. Vandergriff was involved as an owner, dealer and executive manager in the automobile industry for more than
25 years.
The convention will feature two panel discussions of industry experts. The first will
focus on retail store/merchandising, Texas
Parks and Wildlife Department update and “Red
Flag” and compliance issues.
The second will focus on the new agency
as well as on parts and service issues.
Other speakers include Terry Cooper, ‘The
Texas RV Professor,” and Walter Preble, a
highly successful and innovative KOA campground in Rusk, Texas.
Roundtable discussions following the panel
discussions are open-ended and tend to focus
on “hot button” issues of the day.
For the first time, TRVA will honor member
RV parks and campgrounds with awards going
to the top small, medium and large parks of the
year.
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Thor’s New Redwood RV Subsidiary Fills
Key Positions, Aims for Louisville Debut
Thor Industries Inc. and its newly Kreider said, “I’ll bring the best of the
formed subsidiary, Redwood RV, an- best into our workforce — our goal is to
nounced July 16 major staff hirings along build the highest quality fifth wheel
with product and market intentions. Key product on the market, and the right
management positions in operations and people will help make the difference.”
Their head engineer will be Ray Patterengineering have been filled, according
son, who brings a wealth of design expeto the company.
“The high-end fifth-wheel market is rience to the company. “Ray designed all
emerging,” said Don Emahiser, president of the luxury towable products during his
14 years at Monaco
of Redwood RV. “Luxury
Coach Corp. He will
towable products debring that knowledge and
signed and built for fullquality to our concept,”
time customers is the only
Emahiser said.
segment of the RV marAssisting in the venture
ket in which Thor does
will be Doug Rheinnot fully participate —
heimer, a retired executive
that is our challenge.”
from Keystone RV Co. as
Emahiser is assembling
a senior consultant. “We
a team of industry experts
are fortunate to have the
who have specialized in
assistance of Doug as we
the Don
fifth-wheel
market.
Emahiser
launch Redwood. He is a
“Great people build great
Don Emahiser
master at facilities plancompanies and our goal
with Redwood RV is to combine out- ning and production. He will ensure we
standing fifth-wheel talent with Thor’s do it efficiently, effectively and with quality,” Emahiser said.
unparalleled resources,” Emahiser said.
Redwood is very close to finalizing a
Dan Kreider has joined Redwood as
vice president of manufacturing. He has production location in Elkhart County
over 15 years of manufacturing leader- and continues to focus on attracting
ship in the RV industry and is coming other top industry recruits for their team,
from KZRV LP in Shipshewana, Ind. As according to Emahiser. Redwood RV
the vice president, Kreider was responsi- will focus on the high-end fifth-wheel
ble for all the operations of the company market, building products that will start
for the last seven years as KZ grew from at $65,000 MSRP. The new company is
a small niche builder to a major player in targeting the 48th National RV Trade
towables. Kreider also started three new Show Nov. 30-Dec. 2 in Louisville, Ky.,
production lines while he was at KZ. for its product debut. Δ

Four Winds Hikes Production to Meet Demand
Four Winds International Corp. announced in early July a substantial increase in Class A motorhome production
to keep up with demand for the Hurricane, Windsport, Serrano and Montecito
brands in the market.
The Class C Four Winds and Chateau
have also seen a significant rise in overall
production levels for the first six months
of this year, according the manufacturer.
“We are thrilled to be able to increase
our production,” commented Dana
Simon, general manager of the Elkhart,
Ind.-based company. “The commitment
from our dealers has been outstanding.
Product changes and the introduction of
hot, new floorplans have had a considerable impact on this production increase.”
The boost for the Four Winds prod-

ucts came on the heels of the innovative “Summer Sizzler” program. Retail
customers are taking advantage of aggressive $49,995 retail pricing on the
23A model Four Winds/Chateau
brands, along with $69,995 retail pricing on the 31D Hurricane/Windsport
models.
In addition, the Serrano Class A
continues to build a large following in
the market. Serrano models feature expansive exterior storage areas and fuelsipping aerodynamic design. The
X-model is the first floorplan to offer
a bedroom slide while still maintaining
the compact and easy-to-maneuver
overall length.
The new 31X Serrano is retail priced
at $119,995. Δ
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NFL Legend Bradshaw Backs EverGreen RVs

BRIEF

Tom Raper Opens Central Ohio
Dealership. After decades of wooing
central Ohioans to visit its complex in
Richmond, Ind., Tom Raper Inc. has
brought its inventory to the Columbus region with a 14-acre dealership in London,
15 miles west of Columbus. Central
Ohioans now need travel only minutes
west of Interstate 270 rather than make
the 100-mile trek into Indiana to peruse
Tom Raper’s RVs. The London dealership, which opened in June, also makes
sales and service operations reachable
from other parts of the state.
Coach-Net is Moving Its Call Center to Texas. Coach-Net, a leading
provider of 24/7 emergency roadside assistance and other services for RV owners
and manufacturers, autos and commercial vehicles, recently announced plans to
relocate its call center operations from
Lake Havasu City, Ariz., to the Dallas/Fort
Worth, Texas, area over the next nine
months. The relocation takes place as
part of an initiative by the National Motor
Club, Coach-Net’s Irving, Texas-based
parent company, to implement its strategic growth plan and better align several
closely related sister companies.
Park Owner ELS Reports Higher
Q2 Earnings. Equity LifeStyle Properties
Inc. (ELS), a real estate investment trust,
reported a rise in earnings for the second
quarter, attributed to higher revenues, and
a slight fall in expenses. Total revenues
grew to $123.84 million, from $121.52 million. The company said that property operating revenues climbed to $119.0
million, from $116.1 million last year. Consolidated income from continuing operations was higher at $11.02 million, versus
$7.35 million the prior year. The company
also gained from a fall in total expenses to
$113.38 million, from $114.64 million.
TrailManor Expands Sales Rep
Network. TrailManor Inc. announced
July 14 it has expanded its sales rep network to accommodate growth in its dealer
base, adding two new representatives
and creating a new organizational structure. Long-time TrailManor sales representative Bob Eichoff has been named to
head the new organization as director of
international sales. Reporting to Eichoff
will be: Matt Thacker, Western United
States sales representative; Tony
Sirpilla,Eastern United States representative; Adam Hunley, Eastern United States
representative; and Dion Miller, Midwest
sales representative. Thacker and Hunley
are new to the Lake City, Tenn.-based
OEM’s sales force. Δ
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“He’s Down-Home,” Said Company Owner Kelly Rose of Bradshaw. “He
Fits the RV Lifestyle Perfectly. He’s Got Character and He is a Character.”

NFL Hall of Fame quarterback Terry Bradshaw (left) fields a question during a ceremony July 15
in Middlebury, Ind., as EverGreen Recreational Vehicles LLC announced Bradshaw would begin
to endorse their products. With Bradshaw are EverGreen’s Kelly Rose (center) and Doug Lantz.

Terry Bradshaw might just be the perfect fit for EverGreen Recreational Vehicles,
Middlebury,
Ind.,
that
owner/founder Kelly Rose thinks he is.
The company announced Bradshaw’s
endorsement of its products during a new
conference July 15.
The two golfing buddies met in
Florida a few years ago and gradually became friends. Eventually, Rose asked him
to come on board as an endorser/part
owner of the business.
Bradshaw, who says he’s not big on endorsing, said he accepted the offer because of Rose and the company.
“I know it will work,” Bradshaw said.
“They’ve got good people, smart people
and if they don’t understand something
they are not afraid to ask.
“We will try to sell these. If I can sell
used cars, I can sell these.”
And the Hall of Famer who quarterbacked the Steelers to four Super Bowl
titles, actually has a background in something the RV industry witnessed in recent years — lean times.

Bradshaw said his first five years or so
in the NFL were rough. He eventually
lost his starting quarterback job to Joe
Gilliam in 1974 before regaining it and
going on to a Hall of Fame career that
ended in 1983.
Bradshaw, now a color commentator
on Fox NFL Sunday, was chosen by Rose
for a number of reasons, including his
outgoing personality.
“He’s down-home,” said Rose of Bradshaw, who also raises cattle and shows
horses. “He fits the RV lifestyle perfectly.
He’s got character and he is a character.”
For Rose, Bradshaw could be but another nice step forward for a company
that was formed in December 2008 with
just 18 employees.
It now has 100, but Rose is not planning on growing it as big as his former
company, Starcraft Automotive.
“We don’t want to be the largest producer of product in this business,” Rose
said. “We want to make a nice profit, be
able to service our dealers and obviously,
stay in business a long time.” Δ

Chinese Bus Builder from page 9

real estate.
The company operates a 3.6 millionsquare-foot factory complex in China with a
daily capacity of over 170 buses.
The website describes Yutong as ”the most
technically advanced manufactur(er) of large
and medium-sized buses around the world
(and is) China’s largest professional bus manufacturer with sales volume ranked second
worldwide next to that of Mercedes-Benz.” Δ

road,” said Horvath who will direct the initiative
from offices in the Elkhart area. ”We aren’t
going to rule out anything without doing all the
homework first.”
The Yutong website describes the firm as
one of China’s top 500 companies, specializing
in buses but also involved in construction machinery, automotive parts and components and
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‘The Rally’ from page 9

BRIEF

RVT.com Website Releases Free
iPhone App. RVT.com, a leading Internet classified ad site for new and used
RVs for sale, has released RVT.com Mobile, a free iPhone app that provides RV
buyers, sellers and dealers with the functionality of the RVT.com website in an accessible mobile format. RV buyers can
search the RV listings database, view ad
details, map the listing location via
Google maps, contact the seller via email
or phone and share listings. RV buyers
also can search for RVs for sale in their
city or region automatically using the
iPhone’s built-in GPS functionality or by
entering a zip code. Buyers can also
search by type, year and/or keyword. RV
sellers and dealers can use RVT.com Mobile for iPhone to manage their listings
and respond immediately to buyer inquiries. In addition, RV sellers and dealers
can search and sort their inventory by
keyword, make, model or stock number.
Campers Inn Opens Elkhart, Ind.,
Sales Site. Campers Inn, an RV dealership based in New Hampshire, has
opened for business in Elkhart, Ind. The
opening marks the family-owned company’s sixth location in the U.S. and the
first dealership off the East Coast.
Campers Inn will focus on sales, service
and parts for Forest River Inc. brands and
is in the former facility of Michiana RV on
Cassopolis St. Other sales locations are
in Kingston, N.H., Leesburg, Fla., Merrimack, N.H., Raynham, Mass., and Macon,
Ga. The dealership, owned by Jeff Hirsch,
has been honored by RVBusiness magazine as a Top 50 RV Dealer.
Newmar Honors Florida Dealer for
Service. A Customer Satisfaction Score
of 95.24% — exceeding last year’s score
of 94.26% — earned Independence RV
Sales & Service Inc., Winter Garden, Fla.,
its second consecutive Mahlon Miller Service Excellence award for the best RV customer service in the nation from Newmar
Corp. This is the second time Independence RV has won the nation’s top award.
Cummins Posts ‘Strong Q2 Performance. Cummins Inc. on July 27 reported for the second quarter its highest
quarterly earnings as a percentage of
sales in more than 25 years. Sales of
$3.21 billion in the second quarter were
32% higher than $2.43 billion in the same
quarter in 2009. Net income attributable to
Cummins Inc. in the second quarter more
than quadrupled to $246 million, or $1.25
a share, compared to $56 million, or 28
cents a share, in the same period a year
ago. Δ
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And from all appearances, an estimated 10,000 attendees — including
those in 2,867 RVs plus 5,000 day
pass visitors — also had a good
time at the seminars, dog shows
and talent competitions that took
place at The Rally, hosted by the
Good Sam Club, Coast to Coast
Resorts, Camp Club USA, the
Camping World President’s Club
and Woodall’s, along with Trailer
Life, MotorHome and Camping Life
magazines.
While performances by comic actor
Bob Newhart and legendary country
music artist Tanya Tucker were well received, another key player in the whole
sequence of events was the KEC’s air
conditioning because The Rally was
held during a sweltering Midwest heat
wave. The fact that most everything was
held inside, from seminars to exhibits
and publication day events for readers of
AGI’s Highways, Trailer Life, MotorHome to Camping Life magazines,
tended to drive people inside and spur
exhibitor sales at a wide array of supplier
and exhibitor booths, said Thompson.
There was a total of 350 booths in
the supplier area, while 42 manufacturers and dealers showed OEM product
nearby in the KEC, the same facility in
which RVIA’s annual National RV
Trade Show is held.
One other positive indicator?
Progressive Insurance handed out
more corn on the cob than at any event
in which it has ever participated, said
Thompson.
Sherman Goldenberg, publisher of
AGI’s RVBusiness, echoed Thompson’s
observation on The Rally from the
crowds to the manufacturers outlook on
the whole affair. ”The Rally seems to be
particularly well-timed, pulling together
a nice number of consumers at a time
when there would have been no national
event,” he added. “They (manufacturers)
appear to be happy about that.”
AGI President Mike Schneider, in
turn, addressed The Rally’s growth since
its inception 11 years ago. “We’re at the
level with the show where we want it to
be to help service the industry, where additional exposure to the RV lifestyle and
additional sales opportunities are important. That’s where we see our role in both
those areas,” Schneider said. “The event
itself speaks to the vibrancy of the market
and Affinity’s role as a conduit between

the industry and the consumers.”
Meanwhile, the Good Sam Club
honored the recipients of its 2010 Welcome Mat Awards, recognizing RVfriendly businesses for their customer

service and commitment to the RV
lifestyle, at Louisville. Club members
chose businesses they see providing
RVers with superior customer service
and meeting their specific needs. The
awards reflect the diverse interests of
RV owners, including their favorite
sandwich shop, ice cream parlor, fuel
and gas station, RV tow vehicle, golf
course and favorite sit-down restaurant.
Members voted for 23 categories
through online ballots submitted on the
GoodSamClub.com website.
Among this year’s Welcome Mat
Award winners:
qFuel/Gas Station: Flying J
qPropane Outlet: Flying J
qOutlet Mall: Tanger
qCasino: Hard Rock
qFast Food Restaurant: Wendy’s
qIce Cream Parlor: Dairy Queen
qSandwich Shop: Subway
qSit-Down Restaurant: Cracker
Barrel
qShopping Center: Mall of America, Bloomington, Minn.
qDinghy Vehicle: Saturn
qTourist
Attractions/Amusement
Parks/Museums: Disney World, Orlando, Fla.
qGolf Course: Pebble Beach, Carmel,
Calif.
qNASCAR Event: Daytona 500
qRV Show: Tampa RV Supershow
qState/Province to Fish: Florida
qGood Sam Park: America’s Best
Campground, Branson, Mo.
qMotor Oil: Shell Rotella
qPet Supply Store: PetSmart
qCraft Store: Michaels
qRV Accessory Store: Camping
World
qState to Visit: Florida
qProvince to Visit: British Columbia
qTow Vehicle: Ford Δ
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Centennial Celebration Marks Anniversary as
Industry Luminaries, Workers Gather in Elkhart
RVIA Also Elects to Hold Its Strategic Committee Week And Annual Meeting During
Same Week in South Bend; Announces 2010 Forcast of 230,000 Shipments

Elkhart, Ind., has, during the latter part of
the last century, been an epicenter for the RV
industry. In early June, a “Who’s Who” from
the RV industry as well as a strong blue-collar
contingent from northern Indiana RV factories
helped celebrate the industry’s first 100 years
June 7 at the RV/MH Hall of Fame in Elkhart.
With an above-average turnout of RVIA’s
membership anticipated for the event, RVIA’s
leadership also elected to hold its strategic
Committee Week and Annual Meeting this year
near the Indiana RV-building center of Elkhart
County in nearby South Bend — even if next
year’s Committee Week plans already call for
a return to Washington D.C. and the format
that the annual association has followed for
years.
Sponsored by the RVIA, RV Centennial Celebration attracted some 1,000 people for an
evening of food, fellowship, videos, music and
awards, capped off by a rollicking fireworks
display.
“It was a great success tonight. It came off
just as we planned it,” RVIA President Richard
Coon said as the first fireworks by Night Magic
blazed across the clear night sky at the program’s conclusion.
Following the outdoor events, a fast-paced,
90-minute program inside the Hall celebrated the
industry in a number of ways. During the program, RVIA Chairman Jim Sheldon presented a
wooden time capsule crafted by a Nappanee,
Ind., firm, containing RV memorabilia to Hall of
Fame Executive Director Carl Ehry with instructions to have it opened in 25 years. Congratulatory video clips from a variety of government
officials and private industry also were interspersed during the video program, and a congratulatory letter from President Obama to U.S.
Rep. Joe Donnelly (D-Ind.), was read commemorating the industry’s centennial.
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Increased RV Sales Forecast
Reported at Committee Week

The RVIA wrapped up the open aspect of its
strategic meeting sessions with an upbeat forecast as RVIA Chairman Jim Sheldon told about
100 attendees that rising tides in the U.S. economy and the RV industry were lifting prospects
after two “challenging years” for this year’s
48th Annual National RV Trade Show Nov. 30Dec. 2 in Louisville, Ky.
With shipments forecasted to top 230,000
units this year, a 39% increase over 2009, 73
manufacturers through April had reserved
670,000 square feet of display space for the
Louisville Show vs. 59 manufacturers and
490,000 square feet a year ago, he said. That
rise in participation is also reflected in the
RVIA’s membership. According to RVIA President Richard Coon, RVIA membership —
which fell from 540 as of June 2008 to a low
point of 389 in May — is on the rebound, especially on the supplier side, where the number
had fallen from 315 to 218. RVIA will remain
“manufacturer driven,” Sheldon pledged,
though manufacturer membership has fallen
from 101 in 2008 to just 77 this year.

The 2010 forecast, by University of Michigan prognosticator Richard Curtin, was earlier
delivered by Robert M. “Mac” Bryan, vice president of administration for the RVIA, during
RVIA’s Annual Membership Luncheon at the
Century Center in South Bend.
According to Curtin, shipments also are expected to grow to 249,700 units in 2011.
The RVIA also chose Committee Week to
honor several industry leaders who exhibited
outstanding contributions to the association
and the RV industry this past year.
The awards and their recipients:
q Distinguished Service to the RV Industry
Award — Gregg Fore, president of Dicor Corp.
q The David J. Humphreys RV Industry
Unity Award — Sherman Goldenberg, publisher of RVBusiness.
q Special Award — Pete Liegl, president
of Forest River.
q Distinguished Achievement in RV Standards — Jeff Christner, director of codes and
standards at Forest River.
q National Education Service Award —
Gary Bunzer.
q National Service Award — John Regan
of Fabric Services. Δ
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2010

RV DEALER
MEETINGS

Jayco Showcases ’11 Pinnacle and Skylark
at Annual Dealer Homecoming in Chicago

‘There Are No Other Products on the Market Right Now That Offer All the Features, Efficiences and Conveniences that the Skylark Currently Offers,’ Noted One Company Exec to
150 Dealers in Attendance. Other Product Lines Also Have Been Enhanced for 2011.
I

W

B Y

hen it comes to product,
Jayco Inc. largely focused on
two new 2011 lines during its
Annual Dealer Homecoming
June 21-23 in the west Chicago suburb
of Schaumberg, Ill.: The Pinnacle luxury
fifth-wheel and a smaller V-nose Skylark
travel trailer.
Both are directed at product categories with proven track records, according to Director of Product
Development Paul Gardner, who added
that Jayco has finetuned its product
development format this year with the
appointment of brand managers.
“With the 2011 product enhancements for the Jay Feather, Jay Flight,
Eagle and new Pinnacle series,” he said,

S H E R M A N

G O L D E N B E R G

“we believe we are heading in the right
direction.”
The upscale Pinnacle, in the $52,850
to $62,500 MSRP range, comes in four
34- to 37-foot models with hardy “Polar
Barrier” insulation packages and
durable, high-gloss Gel-360 fiberglass
exterior walls, including baggage and
entrance doors. Elegant interiors, slamlatch baggage doors, electric rear jacks,
large dinette windows, halogen ceiling
lights and chic “Culinary Dream”
kitchens featuring hardwood cabinetry
and contemporary mullion cabinet
doors are also part of the package.
“Our direction on this product is
simple: attack the market with a new
look, create our story, build momentum

and stay humble,” noted Jeff Cripe, a
regional sales and brand manager.
“Many great names — Jay Flight, for instance — have been built using this
same premise.”
Jayco debuted two of the five new
Pinnacle models at the dealer meeting —
both 36-footers — and plans to follow
every month with another new model.
Reflecting a parallel shift to smaller,
more economical towables, the “VBridge,” euro-styled Skylark is billed as
being 30% lighter than conventionally
built travel trailers — due to its TuffShell laminated construction — and
thus, at less than 3,000 pounds, is towable by 75% of today’s cars, SUV’s and
light trucks.
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Along with Euro-style kitchen cabinets and acrylic, tinted, dual-pane window systems, the 22-foot Skylark utilizes
Azdell Superlite composites instead of
wood throughout as well as energy-saving interior LED lighting and on-board
heating and air conditioning that eliminates the need for roof top air conditioning and lowers the center of gravity.
MSRPs range from $22,715 to $25,175.
“There are no other products on the
market right now that offer all the features, efficiencies, and conveniences
that the Skylark currently offers,” Ben
Johnson, a regional sales and brand
manager, told the 150 dealers in attendance. “There are trailers out there that
are as light as the Skylarks. There are
trailers out there with V-nose designs.
There are even trailers out there using
some of the Euro-styling and features
that we use. But there are no competitors packaging all these things together
into one product line.”

2011 Jayco Pinnacle

Otherwise, according to Gardner,
Jayco is making two sweeping changes
in its 2011 product lines, including the
addition of Concord Cherry cabinetry
and new adjustable pitch awnings.
“We took the industry by surprise
when we made the power awning standard equipment a couple of years ago,”
Gardner told the dealers. “However, we
had not yet taken it to the next level.
Our supplier, Carefree Awnings, has
done an excellent job of making these
changes and you will have this

adjustable feature on all electronic
awnings mounted on travel trailers and
Eagle Super Lite fifth-wheels.”
Also due out in Jayco’s 2011 lineup:
q Folding camping trailers with
stronger one-piece structureboard bed
platforms, permanently attached bed
support poles, electric power roof lift
options and permanently attached
tents. Plus, in addition to new Baja 12E
model with a dinette slideout and front
deck, Jayco plans to introduce a number
of new models by the spring shows.

Jayco’s Derald Bontrager: ‘Industry’s Rebound is Real’
Company President Reflects on Jayco’s Emergence from ‘Economic Storm’ of the Past
Couple Years, Emphasizes Product Development During Remarks to Dealer Network
Jayco Inc. President Derald Bontrager dealt
with a lot of different topics during his opening
remarks at the company’s “Annual Jayco Dealer
Homecoming” in Schaumburg, Ill. But his comments on the big picture — of a recreational vehicle manufacturing company gradually emerging
from the Great Recession — were by far the most
galvanizing and stirring of the evening.
Speaking from the podium at the Renaissance
Schaumburg Convention Center, Bontrager said
his Middlebury, Ind., company had survived the
“economic storm” of the past couple years,
thanks in part to the “leadership and determination” of Jayco’s dealers and corporate management team.
“Like all hardships,” said Bontrager, “it was
painful and we were forced to do things that we
never thought we would have to do. But, we were
able to trim our sails and reduce our costs.
“The only way to describe the RV industry
during the recent recession is that we were in
survival mode,” he added. “And despite major
layoffs and reduced production, some companies
didn’t make it. Over the past several years, we
had taken steps to position Jayco for survival.
So when the crisis came, we made difficult
decisions, but they were decisions made from
strength, not from weakness.
“Mere survival in this environment was an accomplishment. Jayco’s survival was accomplished
with a strong balance sheet, a strong management
20
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Derald Bontrager

team and maybe most importantly, the strongest,
most loyal dealer organization in the industry.
“Today, we firmly believe that the worst of the
recession is behind us. There are still lingering issues, like credit availability and consumer confidence. But every day that goes by our customers
demonstrate more reasons for us to have confidence and enthusiasm. Our retail sales so far this

year are up dramatically over the same period last
year — and each month is better than the one before. So we are clearly building momentum.”
A byproduct of the current rebound at Jayco
is a renewed commitment to product development, said Bontrager, whose company unveiled an
upscale new Pinnacle fifth-wheel and a smaller
V-nose Skylark travel trailer while announcing upgrades to its bread-and-butter Jay Flight and Jay
Feather towable lineup and the upcoming revival
at next winter’s Louisville Show of the brawny
Seneca Class C.
“Today, I want to assure you that, in the future, no other area will occupy a greater portion
of our resources and management focus than
product development and innovation,” he said.
“Our product vision includes four primary strategies and they are green technology, cost control,
added value and design leadership — with a specific focus on weight reduction.”
In an effort to become more competitive at
the retail level, meanwhile, Bontrager announced
that Jayco is adopting a new pricing policy with
regard to advertising by replacing its current
MSRP pricing policy with a “Minimum Advertised
Price” (MAP). The MAP format is viewed as a
step forward as far as allowing Jayco dealers to
be more aggressive in national pricing on the Internet by enabling them to advertise beneath
MSRP, but only to pre-set or agreed-upon levels.
“The newly established Minimum Advertised
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q The 2011 Jay Flight, a valuepriced product that is still the nation’s
No. 1 selling travel trailer, gets a new,
more rounded front profile and a “Water
Works” system with 75-gallon minimum
fresh water capacity and standard water
heater bypass, winterization and PEX
water lines — a “hot button” for
today’s dry campers.
q The Jay Feather lineup for 2011
encompasses smaller, more inexpensive
models towable by lighter SUV’s,
crossovers, and minivans along with a

Price will apply only to advertising outside your
territory and it will incorporate reasonable and
competitive margins,” Bontrager told representatives of the 150 dealerships in attendance. “We
believe this policy change will help level the playing field for all dealers and it will allow you to be
more competitive with dealers of other brands.”
The policy change clearly is a reaction to the
growth of Internet marketing.
“Today,” said Bontrager, “customers can get
information about us and our products faster and
more thoroughly than ever before. Simply stated,
the Internet is the most powerful communication
medium ever devised, and it is here to stay.
Studies indicate that 70% of our customers get
information about our products on the Internet,
either from our website, from RV Forums, blogs
or other forms of social networking. And many of
the 70% end up shopping on the Internet.”
While many companies say they are ecologically sensitive, Bontrager told the assembled
dealers, “Jayco decided to do more than say
we’re green by having a third party certify us
green. So we engaged TRA Certification to audit
our manufacturing plants and products.
“The result is that Jayco is the first major RV
manufacturer to have all products and all manufacturing plants certified green. Each Jayco built
today has affixed to it a Green Certification label,
which certifies state-of-the-art use of sustainable
materials, energy-efficient components, environmentally friendly production methods and reduction of waste.”
In his remarks, Bontrager also touched on
several different topics:
q On the company’s Twin Falls, Idaho,
plant: “We are focused on efficiency and part of
that includes our commitment to the success and

series of enhancements — like front diamond plate, outside showers and wider
entrance doors — to both the Jay
Feather Select and Sport series.
q The Eagle SL fifth-wheel, a
lighter series slotted between the entry
level and the snowbird market, boasts
new cabinetry colors, interior design
components (valances, carpeting, bedding, etc.), larger fresh water tanks and
hidden gooseneck storage in addition
to the line’s first triple-slide model, a
31-footer. Δ
growth of the Twin Falls facility. Our team in Twin
Falls is doing an outstanding job in improving both
the efficiency and the effectiveness of the operations. And we believe that we are approaching the
point where we need to expand our ability to build
more models and product lines in our Western facilities.”
q On the emerging revival of the Starcraft
brand: Jayco is well under way in its effort to reactivate the Starcraft RV plant in Topeka, Ind.,
under the leadership of Jim Jacobs, the former
corporate vice president of sales. The process
started several months ago and on May 3, production began on Starcraft Autumn Ridge travel trailers
in the reopened Topeka complex.
Travel Star travel trailers will follow later this
year. “We have put in place separate sales, product development, engineering and production
teams to help differentiate the Starcraft brand,”
he said. “And our goal is to move all of the Starcraft production to Topeka within a reasonable,
aggressive time frame.”
q On Jayco’s recent reentry into the Class
A arena: “ I want you to know that we are serious
about the Class A motorhome business,” said Bontrager, adding that Jayco’s management believes
that the recession has opened up “major opportunities” for a well-positioned company like Jayco with
its Entegra Coach brand. Jayco, he added, recently
hired former Jayco dealer Tadd Jenkins to head its
national sales effort for Entegra.
“I want to emphasize to you that Entegra
Coach will not be a distraction from a management viewpoint nor from a resources standpoint,”
Bontrager assured the dealers. “We are excited
about the Class A motorhome market in the next
few years. This new venture will help Jayco enhance its leadership role in the industry.” — S.G.

THE GREEN MOVEMENT
IS ALIVE AND WELL IN
THE RV INDUSTRY!
“Going Green” means
proper planning, procedures
and materials.
This process includes an
independent, third party
organization that adds trust
and verification.
TRA Certification is the leader
in advising and certifying RV
manufacturers as “green”.
See how TRA Certification and
green work for you.

www.tragreen.com
Green Business is Good Business!
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2010

RV DEALER
MEETINGS

Dealers Get First Close Look at Aztec Fifth-Wheel,
Visa Travel Trailer During Gulf Stream Open House
Two-Week Event at Company’s Nappanee, Ind., Complex
Marks ‘Official’ Release of New Towable Lines That Debuted
Quietly at 2010 RV Trade Show; Many of the 75 Retailers
On Hand Report Encouraging Sales As They Head Into
The Traditional Summer Sales Season in a Rebuilding Year.
I

B Y

B O B

A S H L E Y

G

ulf Stream Coach Inc. completed
an extended open house June 23
with about 75 dealers stopping by
the company’s Nappanee, Ind., complex
during a two-week span in mid-June to
view new 2011 towable products.
Dealers got their first look at the recently released Aztec fifth-wheel series
and the lightweight Visa travel trailer
that Gulf Stream debuted quietly during
last year’s Louisville Show, along with
new floorplans in other Gulf Stream
towable brands.
Although the focus of the displays
clearly was towable RVs, Executive Vice
President Phil Sarvari reported that the
company continues to build 35 to 40
motorhomes a month — 80% of them
Class C minimotorhomes.
Sarvari said that Gulf Stream has
22
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overcome transportation problems that
plagued the industry earlier this year as
wholesale shipments increased.
“The last couple of years have been
tough on the entire industry,” Sarvari
told RVBusiness. “What we are seeing is
that the strong dealers have cut back
on their inventories and have gotten
prepared for a rebound.
“You can pack a lot of product on a
dealer’s lot but until it turns, they are
not going to have success.”
The market signals at Gulf Stream
were indeed encouraging. Some dealers
attending the show reported that sales
have increased in the last few months,
some dramatically.
“Our market is up a lot,” said
Michael Harlan, owner of Alum Creek RV
and Marine in the Columbus, Ohio, sub-

Although the focus of the extended open house
was on new towables, Gulf Stream Executive
Vice President Phil Sarvari reported that the
company still continues to build 35 to 40 motorhomes a month, primarily minimotorhomes.

urb of Delaware. “We need to sell two
or three more units by the end of June
and we’ll be at what we were all of last
year.”
The upswing has been shared by
both towable and motorized RVs, Harlan reported.
“The towables we are selling are
mostly all lightweight,” he said. “The
luxury fifth-wheel (also) is selling well
for us right now; entry-level fifthwheels aren’t selling well at all. People
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National RV Trade Show
NOVEMBER 30 – DECEMBER 2, 2010
KENTUCKY EXPOSITION CENTER (KEC) / LOUISVILLE, KY

LOUISVILLE

On the Move with RVIA
Hit the road this November for the National RV Trade Show.
No other event brings together the country’s leading manufacturers
and suppliers to showcase the latest type A, B and C motorhomes,
travel trailers, ﬁfth-wheel travel trailers, folding camping trailers,
truck campers, tow vehicles, chassis, park trailers, and parts and
accessory supplies. Everything you need to improve business is under

one roof—exhibits, educational seminars and an engaging 2011
Outlook Breakfast. According to a recent survey in RV Roadsigns,
RV shipments are expected to grow to a total of 215,900 in 2010—
an anticipated gain of 30% above the 2009 total. So, get a move on
and mark your calendars now! This is your best opportunity to restock
your reduced inventories and roll into an energized RV marketplace.
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P.O. Box 2999
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who put off buying last year when it
was already time for them to trade up
or trade in are buying this year as the
economy is recovering.”
Leo Rousseau, owner of Rouseeau’s
RV Center, a towable RV dealership in
Lakeville, Mass., reported his sales are
better than they were in 2009.
“Last year, we hardly sold anything,”
he said. “This year, we’re selling better
than 30 a month, mostly lightweight
travel trailers. Fifth-wheels are not selling. Nor are truck campers, although
there’s a little bit of interest developing
in them again.”
Rousseau said that with unemployment ranging to 15% in Massachusetts,
high-priced units don’t appeal to many
buyers. “Extra funds are not around for
people to spend,” he said, although he
noted that people are fixing up older

units.
“We can’t keep up with the people
who want to buy parts and supplies,”
he said.
Gulf Stream’s new Aztec luxury fifthwheel is a departure for the company in
that it is the first Gulf Stream line with
a gray exterior.
“It gives you a high-end look,” said
Mike Spencer, luxury towable division
manager. “People equate it with fullbody paint, but at a fraction of the
cost.”
Available in seven floorplans in 32to 361⁄2-foot lengths, the high-profile
Aztec can be equipped with Corian
countertops, two-tone ivory and chestnut cabinets and drawers, fireplaces,
leather recliners, front-cap docking
lights, felt basement liners, low-mount
exterior speakers, outside showers, wall
monitor panels, queen beds with
padded headboards, cedar-lined closets,
jackknife sofas, 44-inch booth dinettes
and swivel rockers.
With a base MSRP of $32,000, said
Spencer, “We’ve trying to provide luxury
24
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for an affordable price.”
The new lightweight Visa travel
trailer series offers three floorplans of
22 feet with dry weights ranging from
2,762 to 2,802 pounds and a 26-foot
layout with a dry weight of 3,502
pounds.
Gulf Stream makes extensive use of
CosmoLite and SymaLITE composites
from TekModo LLC, both in the basic
construction of the unit and in its interior amenities including walls, vinylwrapped cabinets and bed bases.
“Visa is a cross between a retro and
European-style trailer,” said Steven Jacobs, Gulf Stream’s national ultralight
sales manager. “If a dealer brings this
on, it’s super light and the (smaller
ones) can be towed by just about anything.”
In the entry-level wood-and-aluminum category, Gulf Stream has added
six new floorplans for a total of 11 to
its Ameri-Lite travel trailer lineup with
retail prices ranging from just under
$10,000 to $14,900.
“Where our strength has been with

TOP: The 2011 Gulf Stream EnduraMax toy
hauler features an upper-deck kitchen, which
takes food preparation out of the generous living space. ABOVE: Dealers consult with Gulf
Stream personnel during the extended open
house, held at the company’s expansive Nappanee, Ind., complex.

the Ameri-Lite is that we build what
the dealers ask us to build,” said John
Stringer, towable division national sales
manager. “Essentially, the Ameri-Lite
gives our dealers the opportunity to
buy a new unit at a used-unit price.”
Among the more unusual of Gulf
Stream’s floorplans for 2011 is an
upper-deck kitchen in the EnduraMax
fifth-wheel SURV. “The appeal is that it
takes the kitchen out of the living
space,” said Chris Krull, EnduraMax
regional sales manager.
EnduraMax features Gulf Stream’s
two-inch thick “XL Wall” that swings
shut to seal off the garage from the living area.
Available in seven 35- to 41-foot,
102-inch wide floorplans, the EnduraMax
fifth-wheel base MSRP is $54,000. Δ
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Looking for reasons to join the largest
RV Dealer Network in the Country?
Increased Sales... Repeat Busines
Increased Profits...
Increased Customer Satisfaction
Now that’s something to get excited about! Our Authorized Dealer
Network has been making changes that enhance the Dealer experie
and allows you to spend less time processing and more time with y
customers. Here are some of the beneﬁts when you join our netwo

✓ Help your salespeople close the deal: Your dealership is endo
by Good Sam, the most widely-recognized RV organization in the

✓ Keep money in your pocket with FREE nationwide advertising
magazines and websites.

✓ Oﬀer your customers a full suite of Good Sam branded prod
✓ Drive more sales to Good Sam members with a 10% parts and accessories discount program.
✓ NADA approved Good Sam Certiﬁed Pre-Owned Program, watch your proﬁts soar!
Plus, when you join the Good Sam Authorized Dealer Network
you will have access to our Quick & Easy Vehicle Service Contract
On-Line Enrollment System!
• Our State of the Art system allows your customers to get the service they need with no
manual paperwork. You can enroll your customers and get quotes with just a few clicks!

• A huge time saver for you and your customers.
• Fast Electronic Claims Processing! Why wait on the phone to process a claim when you can
use our online claims administration system.
Planning on attending the 2010 RV Dealers International Convention/Expo in Las Vegas this year?
If so, make sure to contact us today for more information about our Good Sam Authorized Dealer
Reception on Tuesday, October 5, 2010!! You won’t want to miss out!

For more information, Call an Authorized
Dealer representative at (800) 547-1948
or visit: www.GoodSamDealers.com
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2010

RV DEALER
MEETINGS

Carriage Debuts ‘Entry-Level Luxury’
Solstice Fifth-Wheel at Dealer Meeting
New Unit Allows Millersburg, Ind., Manufacturer Another
Price Point in High-End Fifth-Wheel Market; More Than
40 Retailers Attend Three-Day Event Near Dallas
I

B Y

B R U C E

H A M P S O N

C

arriage Inc. debuted a new “entry-level luxury” Solstice fifth-wheel line during
the Millersburg, Ind.-based company’s annual dealer meeting, June 21-23 at
the Gaylord Texan Hotel & Convention Center outside Dallas.
More than 40 dealers were on hand for the three-day affair, highlighted by the
introduction of the Solstice, which Carriage Vice President of Sales Ed Kinney characterized as a new entry point for the company in the high-end fifth-wheel arena.
“We’ve segmented the overall high-end fifth-wheel market into four price
points,” he told RVBusiness. “So now we have the ‘entry-level’ high-end fifthwheel up to the ultra-high-end, which is the Royals International.”
Exclusively a manufacturer of luxury fifth-wheel trailers, Carriage’s lines also
include the Cameo and Carri-Lite.
Kinney, a former Monaco executive who entered the picture at Carriage just
prior to the dealer meeting upon the departure of Carriage President Don Emahiser,
says the Solstice — and the further refinements made to the rest of the company’s
fifth-wheel lines — was well-received by the company’s dealer body.
“I’ve been to a lot of dealer shows through the years, and this was probably
one of the most comfortable ones I’ve ever worked, introducing product,” he said.
26
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TOP: Interior of the Solstice features black accents and new cabinet doors with hidden hinges.
ABOVE: Solstice will initially be available in 34and 36-foot variants, both with triple slideouts;
base MSRP is in the mid-$50,000 range.
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“The lines were received quite well. The
Carriage product is probably not for
every dealer across the country, but it’s
a real neat niche market so the dealers
that were there responded to everything really well.”
According to Director of Engineering
Greg Kitson, the Solstice “was developed to fit the industry standard price
point that falls below the Cameo.” The
new fifth-wheel is expected to have a
base MSRP in the mid-$50,000 range.
“We went after it, with all the features that the other industry products
in the price point carry, but we were
able to put the Carriage value in it, the
quality,” Kitson said. “We also created
a brand-new Carriage ‘hybrid’ frame for
the unit — which we’re building inhouse along with a lot of other components — so we’re able to control a lot

of those key components that make the
product better.
“All the other players in the industry
all use some sort of I-beam type construction,” he added. “We were able to
hit our target weight and price points
using a tube-frame construction, which
is superior in strength.”
Carriage builds its own frames for all
of the company’s lines.
The Solstice will initially be available in one 34-foot and one 36-foot
floorplan, both with triple slideouts.
“The floorplan in the 36-footer is a
very open floorplan concept, very similar to what we would do with a fullwall-slideout, but without using our
full-wall technology,” Kitson noted.
“From the exterior fiberglass caps
and graphics to the interior, we have
some different looks with the Solstice.
We’ve also done some pretty neat
things with cabinetry, including newstyle cabinet doors that are full overlay
with hidden hinges, and focal-point
black accents with the wood grain cabinets that really went over well.”
28
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Weights were also a foundational
consideration in developing the Solstice.
“One of the things we’re pretty excited about is the weight of these
units,” noted Kitson. “We’re about
10,800 and 11,300 pounds, respectively, which is pretty aggressive, and
those are ‘equipped.’ We’re pleased to
offer a quality-driven price-point product here that comes in at weight points
that are very competitive with some of
the lesser-quality construction methods
that exist. We feel good about that.
“We’re not cheating the customer
out of anything. That’s the beauty of
this whole product. They’re still going
to be able to get king beds and big
refrigerators — stuff that they’ve been
accustomed to and wanted — in a
brand-new product line for us.”
Beyond the Solstice introduction,
Carriage noted a number of refinements
throughout the rest of its lines, ranging
from a new engraved Corian kitchen
backsplash and new faucets in the topof-the-line Royals to all-new graphics

TOP: Ed Kinney (right), vice president of sales
for Millersburg, Ind.-based Carriage Inc.,
speaks with several retailers during the company’s dealer meeting near Dallas. ABOVE: The
displays also included Carriage’s three other
luxury fifth-wheel lines, including Cameo. According to Director of Engineering Greg Kitson,
the company has added four new Cameo floorplans in the past six months. LEFT: For 2011,
Carriage offers new graphics and full-body
paint schemes for the Carri-Lite (shown) and
the Cameo.

and optional full-body paint schemes
on the Cameo and Carri-Lite.
Kitson also noted Carriage added
four new floorplans in the past six
months to the company’s popular
Cameo series, including a front-bath
master suite model, which has a halfbath in the mid-section and a full bath
up front, plus a center kitchen model
with a split-level slideout.
In January, said Kitson, Carriage introduced a rear entertainment (“RE”)
SLX Cameo model, which is another
split-level slide using Carriage’s fullwall technology that sports a full-depth
80-inch sofa behind the kitchen island
and a large popup TV in the rear entertainment center. Δ
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QUESTIONS | answers

The RVBusiness Interview:

Draheim: New Fleetwood RV
Inc. to Leverage Brand Equity
Ressurrected as Strictly a Motorized Manufacturer, the ‘New’ Fleetwood Is Again
Financially Stable, Service-Oriented and Ahead of
‘We’re Still a Small, Nimble, Humble Company,’ Sai
John Draheim, ‘But We Are In a Very Good Position
Fleetwood RV Inc. President and CEO John Draheim
has kept a pretty frantic pace since stepping up last year
to lead the renaissance of the Fleetwood brand name in
the U.S. recreational vehicle market. But RVBusiness was
able to slow down 52-year-old Draheim long enough recently to pick his brain about the state of fledgling Fleetwood RV in particular and the U.S. motorhome market in
general. A former hockey player who grew up outside of
Detroit and attended Michigan’s Hillsdale College and

RVB: Two years ago, would you
have believed that the Fleetwood
brand would be where it is today —
under new ownership, based in northern Indiana and having shed both its
manufactured housing and towable
RV product lines?
Draheim: No, I wouldn’t have believed it. Three years ago, the industry
was doing considerably better. Fleetwood was a much larger company in
RVs and motorhomes, travel trailers. I
would never have thought that Fleetwood Enterprises would decline to the
level it declined.
RVB: We remember the predecessor company, Fleetwood Enterprises
Inc., as a proud company that at one
point had totally dominated the industry in both towable and motorized
product.
Draheim: A very proud company —
a $2 billion-plus company with RV
business revenues of more than a billion dollars that sank to a couple hundred million in the course of a year or
a year-and-a-half.
RVB: So, if you would, tell us
where Fleetwood RV Inc. is at today?
Draheim: We’re still a very small,
nimble, humble company. But we are in
30
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New York’ss Elmira College before making a few career
car
stops around
nd the RV industry, Draheim had his own m
motives for doing
oing this interview: The former Thor Californ
California
executive wants the world to know that the Fleetwood
Fleetwoo
brand is again
ain a player in the U.S. RV arena, that it is now
working through
rough 65 U.S. dealer locations and that it’s
again financially
cially stable, service-oriented and ahead of its
own operational
tional schedule. Here are the highlights of that
th
recent interrview.

2011 Fleetwood RV Bounder Class A gas coach

HideAloft in new entry-level Class A gas Storm

a very good position. We’ve been able
to attract an outstanding roster of wellcapitalized dealers, kind of the ‘best of
the best’ in all of the markets. And our
brands are strong. We have a strong
brand reputation and brand equity.
We started Day One with fully
staffed service, parts and warranty (departments) because we thought it was
important to take care of dealers and
customers regardless of whether or
not those would be our dealers going
forward. We still wanted to help them
through the inventory they had.
So, from that perspective, we’re
doing well. We are well ahead of our

targets that were laid out with our partners in New York. So, we’re on our
journey. In fact, we’re a little bit ahead
of schedule, and we’ve really taken to
implementing a lean business culture.
We accelerated that process in March
and we've been on a pretty strong tear
since then.
RVB: Curiously, Fleetwood is now
an all-motorized company at a time
when towable RV sales have picked
up rather well and motorhomes have
not rebounded to the extent that some
had hoped.
Draheim: Yes, the market is still
pretty soft. Some segments are more
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than others. We’ve also been
as a Class A-dominant comight now, our Class C and
vel Class A gas products are
tially higher volume than we
ted. We’re comfortable with
new territory for us.
RVB: Then, it appears that price
in the motorhome business
st as it does in countless other
oduct categories, from applio cars to restaurant food.
Draheim: Today it does. The momarket is a little bit better
was. It’s not seen anywhere
e growth that the trailer and
eel markets have — which, acr us, works out pretty well bes giving us time to lay a more
undation from which to build
pany over time.
RVB: Tell us about the product
u're emphasizing for the 2011
ear.
Draheim: We’ve done some paring
back on our product lines for 2011.
While we have our Tioga/Jamboree
Class C line, we’re no longer producing
any of the Sprinter-based products —
not to say that we wouldn’t. But we
haven’t produced any of those since
December, and we don’t have one in
our 2011 product at this time.
In Class A’s, we’ve launched a new
entry level Class A gas Storm and a
brand new repositioned 2011 Terra
(Class A) product. And, of course, we
have our Bounder Classic, Bounder,
Southwind and Pace Arrow. On the
diesel side, we haven’t released our
2011 models at this time, so I’d rather
not go into too great a depth on that.
(Editor’s note: Fleetwood subsequently
has released all 2011 models; that information can be found in the accompanying article.)
All in all, though, I can tell you that
we have responded to one of the big

LEFT: John Draheim during an address last winter at the National RV Trade Show in Louisville.
ABOVE: The manufacturing floor at one of Fleetwood’s production facilities.

concerns from the market side — the
fact that some believed that there
were too many motorized Fleetwood
brands. We are dropping 12 brands
from 2010 to 2011. We are going to
be down to somewhere around 16
brands that we will end up marketing.
It doesn’t necessarily mean we are
going to be out of price point, so there
is some repositioning that is occurring
within some of the product brands.
I think you’ll also see between now
and the fall us bringing some additional older names back that haven’t
been in the market for a few years. We
will leverage back on the brand equity
and the reputation of the company.
RVB: So, you’re relying to an extent on the good will of some of the
former Fleetwood motorized brands?
Draheim: Yeah, we’re trying to use
the brand equity that existed over the
60-year period the company has been
around and leverage that. I think the
brands are relevant and they are important and mean something. They
have a good following.
RVB: In light of the new emission
standards that we’ve all heard about,
what has been your approach to the
market with regard to chassis options?
Draheim: We’re not 100%
through it yet. We are still kind of evaluating it. We will be bringing back the
Freightliner product offering for 2011
on some diesel products. Some of the
engines have to change right away
while other engines don’t really change
until January 2011 — specifically
those affecting our high-end American
Coach products. It’s still a learning
process for us. We kind of have the
benefit of letting some of our competitors come to market first and seeing
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what they do on the price side. But we
are 100% going with Cummins. We
won’t be offering any SGR Navistar
engines in any of our products.
RVB: Why is that?
Draheim: We’ve not done business with Navistar in the past. While
some of the AIP portfolio companies
do conduct business and have a very
strong relationship with Navistar, we
don’t. We feel real comfortable with
Cummins and their emissions solution.
We protected ourselves in design for
both, but we have a good relationship
with Cummins and we feel they have a
good service capability for the customers, which is critical for us.
RVB: Did Navistar’s ownership of
Monaco, a competitor, play a role in
that decision?
Draheim: That would be a small
concern — that they own a competitor.
But we are still buying Workhorse
chassis, and that’s owned by the same
company. We found that the Navistar
Group, the engine group, kind of has
it’s own autonomy from Monaco, so I
don’t think that’s so much a concern as
their technology solution on changes
that are weight-dynamic and balancedynamic on our coaches.
RVB: How is it going — the working
relationship — with your new owner,
American Industrial Partners (AIP)?
Draheim: We don’t actually consider them our owners. We really consider them our partners, and it’s going
fantastic. They are not involved in the
day-to-day decisions, but they are there

as a resource if they are needed. They
are not experts in the RV business;
they expect us to be the experts in the
RV business. They do expect us to turn
the company around and make money.
We do talk a lot about strategies and
such. But at the end of the day, it’s my
call. In addition, they are helping us
substantially on our ‘lean journey’ as we
are transforming our operations.
RVB: Do you expect that you’ll be
profitable this year?
Draheim: It depends on the market volume and our market share in
the second half of the year. I think we
will decline a little bit in retail share this
year but the wholesale shipment
growth will be significant. But we
structured the company to be profitable on about 2,500, 2,600 units, and
we are currently running above that
level today.
RVB: Tell us more about Fleetwood’s new lean production format.
Draheim: I wouldn’t say that lean is
a production system so much as lean
is a business philosophy — and we’re
applying it that way. That requires a cultural transformation. AIP is the expert
at that. They’ve done it with multiple
companies, so we have a great wealth
of information from them and also from
their other portfolio companies making
fire trucks, ambulances and school
buses. In fact, they are the No. 1 small
and medium-size school bus manufacturer in the United States — Collins
Bus. These (RVs and school buses) are
very similar production processes, and

Collins has been on their lean journey
for three years.
RVB: We’ve heard about ‘lean’
processes before over the years, but a
lot of companies frankly just give it lip
service.
Draheim: Yes, there are a lot of
companies that talk about ‘lean’ and
‘lean manufacturing’. But they haven’t
changed their production process at

Fleetwood, Decatur Invest in One Another
With its Once-Shuttered Production Facilities Now Ringing With the Activity of More
Than 1,100 Employees and Its Headquarters Relocated Nearby, the ‘New’ Fleetwood
RV Has Helped to Reinvigorate Decatur, Indiana; It’s a Long Way From Riverside
I

B Y

B O B

A S H L E Y

The small northern Indiana community of Decatur, Ind., held its collective
breath when, in March of 2009, the city’s largest employer — a division of
Riverside, Calif.-based Fleetwood Enterprises Inc. — filed for Chapter 11
protection from creditors.
Three months later, however, Decatur (pop. 9,528) was able to exhale
when American Industrial Partners (AIP), a New York City investment firm,
announced that it had purchased some of Fleetwood’s assets for $33.2 million
and would retain the brand name and many of the imperiled jobs as a
motorized-only firm under a new corporate name — Fleetwood RV, Inc. —
headquartered in Decatur at the former divisional plant.
The predecessor company, a market leader for decades in both towable
and motorized RVs, had been domiciled for about 60 years in Riverside, Calif.
32
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Now, nearly a year later, Hoosier-based Fleetwood RV is producing about
70 Class A and C motorhomes a week on three production lines in separate
plants, while the company’s Fleetwood Gold Shield Fiberglass Inc. subsidiary,
also located in Decatur, is making front and rear caps, fiberglass roofs, fender
wells and moldings for Fleetwood units.
“We are very pleased with how the people have worked hard to get the
company restarted after the break and how well the dealers and customers
have embraced the company,” AIP partner Dino Cusumano told RVBusiness.
“They have done a tremendous job to get the company back to its feet.”
Cusumano said AIP knew going in that the motorized market, projected by
the Recreation Vehicle Industry Association (RVIA) to be about 9.5% of total
RV sales this year — down from nearly 20% a few years ago — would continue
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OPPOSITE PAGE: TOP: Cabinetry department at
Fleetwood RV. BOTTOM: Technicians lay tile on
a Class A coach under construction. THIS PAGE:
Fleetwood Gold Shield Fiberglass Inc. subsidiary makes front and rear caps, fiberglass
roofs, fender wells and moldings.

all. They are still building their product,
whatever it is, the same way they always did. That’s not lean. Lean’s got
several different aspects to it, but fundamentally, it’s a business philosophy.
It heavily influences manufacturing
and it’s a result of eliminating waste
and improving productivity. It’s a yearover-year-over-year improvement in
productivity.
It’s not only on the production floor.
It’s in the accounting department. It’s
in the sales process, the way you call
on your dealers, the way you deal with
your suppliers. It’s really your total business. So, we are on this journey. It
never ends. We are neophytes in it
compared to some of the other AIP

companies.
But we have a fully staffed lean department now that reports to our vice
president of operations, Luis Ortiz,
who’s from Collins and has many years
of lean experience. And some of the
lean managers that we’ve hired have
10-plus years experience teaching
and working in a lean environment.
They really have all the tools, and
they’re educating the rest of our organization. I would say we’re probably
in the ballpark of two-thirds of our
company having been through lean
training at this point.
RVB: That sounds like a real commitment on Fleetwood’s part.
Draheim: To really embrace lean,
you need to give up decision-making
powers to the team that’s doing the
kaizen (a Japanese word for “improvement” or “change for the better”) event
and let their goal be to eliminate waste
and increase productivity, which fundamentally lowers costs and improves
margin. If you are serious about it, you
staff for it and you really do it. We have
changed our production lines and production line layouts since the new
company started at least four times
since January.
We are serious about it. I’m learning
as I go.
We also just started in May a miniKaizen process where the actual production worker on the floor who finds
an issue can, with approval from a
group leader, help launch a one- to
three-day mini-event. They do it and

to be sluggish coming out of the Great Recession.
“That was all to be expected going into the investment,” Cusumano said.
Operating on a reduced scale through the bankruptcy, the predecessor
company employed 499 people when AIP acquired Fleetwood Enterprises’ assets. In May of this year, that number had increased to 1,187 — substantially
more than the 900 workers that Fleetwood RV said it would eventually employ
when it received local property tax breaks and training assistance from the
state for $14 million in new equipment that was to be installed in Decatur.
“We were very concerned, very apprehensive,” said Decatur Mayor John
Schultz, whose son-in-law works as a mechanical engineer for Fleetwood RV.
“But we have a very dependable workforce and a good quality of life in Decatur. We are very happy that Fleetwood RV chose Decatur.”
Larry Macklin, Adams County economic development director, said there
was no assurance that AIP would choose to keep Fleetwood’s Decatur operations going, let alone move its headquarters from California to Indiana. “It was
a new company,” Macklin said. “We treated it as if we were competing with
other communities for their investment.
“The question in my mind at the time was whether (the tax breaks were)
an appropriate investment and could they make the company viable again,”
he told RVBusinesss. “We obviously came to the conclusion that they would.”
Macklin estimated that Fleetwood employs about 8% of the county’s work
force, although the RV manufacturer draws from surrounding counties as
well.

actually are able to implement their solution.
We launched that program May 1,
and they get a small token award if
they do one. We figured we would do
10 a month. We had 41 mini-events in
the month of May — all generated by
operators on the production line on
how to improve what they do every day.
RVB: Does the word ‘lean’ apply to
your senior management as well?
Draheim: Yes, on the sales side,
there’s three value-stream managers —
Justin Humphreys, luxury sales manager; Lenny Razo, mid-line sales manager; and Mark Inkrote, Class C and
entry-level sales manager. Those three
jobs are bigger than a ‘sales manager’
title. Those guys are really responsible
for their business segments.
Over top of that, we have very low
overhead. We basically have three
people over the whole company. You’re
pretty much looking at myself and the
CFO, Debra Pak, and Dave Coffin, vice
president of engineering. That’s our
whole corporate office — three people.
We intend to keep it that way. We put
the power in the operating divisions.
RVB: Looking ahead, John, where
do you see things headed in the motorhome market?
Draheim: That’s a tough question.
We think last year there were roughly
18,000 motorhomes retailed. We think
this year it’s going to be around
20,000, possibly 21,000. That’s a
pretty healthy growth — 10% to 12%.
We expect the mix of that growth is

Fleetwood's properties are scattered throughout Decatur, which is a little
less than five square miles in size. Originally a Class C plant, Fleetwood RV’s
service facility — with 65 campsites for customers awaiting repairs — is about
two miles southwest of the main production plant.
Fleetwood's Gold Shield Fiberglass Inc. subsidiary is near the service center; a parts warehouse and call center is on 28th Street; and a Class C factory
with one production line is nearby.
In total, Fleetwood has 1.2 million square feet under roof in Decatur.
Fleetwood RV President and CEO John Draheim noted that the move of
Fleetwood RV’s headquarters to Decatur has been beneficial from a production standpoint. “It’s a lot easier to integrate your product development, engineers and design groups when everybody is in the same location,” he said.
With the drastic reduction in the size of the motorhome market, Fleetwood has made a significant reduction in the number of motorhome brands
it will offer for model year 2011. The following brands will be included in
Fleetwood’s 2011 model year line-up:
Class C: Jamboree/Jamboree Sport/Jamboree Searcher,
Tioga/Tioga Ranger/Tioga Montara
Class A Gas: Storm, Terra, Bounder Classic/Bounder, Southwind,
Pace Arrow
Class A Diesel: Expedition, Discovery, Providence, Revolution LE
American Coach: Tradition, Eagle, Heritage
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Right Now, Our Class C and Entry-Level Class
A Gas Products Are Substantially Higher
Volume Than We Anticipated. We’re Comfortable With That.
It is New Territory for Us.” — John Draheim, Fleetwood President & CEO

going to be largely geared toward
lower price Class C or A products.
RVB: What, over the long term,
would be the most realistic answer to
getting the RV industry back on a real
growth plan?
Draheim: Actually, I think there are
three things that have to happen.
No. 1, we have to start seeing some
consistency out of Washington. Running a business today, you don’t now
where you’re going to be with health
care costs, or this regulation or that
regulation. Whether it’s up or down, we
just need some consistency so that
people can plan and get their minds
around whatever cost structure we're
dealing with.
No. 2, the credit market, the banks
have got to start lending. People right
now are overburdened with taxes and
concerns relative to unemployment
and the economy. I think all that stuff
will start washing through the second
half of this year. And I think next year,
we could see a pretty good blip. We
are hoping to see 25,000-plus (motorhomes retailed) next year.
But the mix of that 25,000 is going
to be significantly different than it was
two years ago.
I don’t think we are going to see the
same level of diesel sales. I think Class
A gas and Class C’s will lead the motorized market, and I think that the
market is looking for new innovation.
No. 3, we’ll need to see some stability in the stock market.
RVB: So, you’re fairly bullish about
the long-term outlook?
Draheim: Yes, but I think there
could be a ‘new normal.’ If you look
back over the last 20 years, the (motorhome) market has only been below
40,000 three times. And we’re in one
of those times right now. And every
time that has happened in the last 20
years, the second year after the low
point goes over 40,000. Does that
mean we’re going to go over 40,000
the year after next? I don’t think we’re
going to go that high. But I think,
trendwise, we’re going that way in
terms of total units shipped.
34
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ABOVE: The 2011 Southwind with full-body
paint. LEFT: Upscale Southwind interior sports
solid-surface countertops, curved-wall accents.

RVB: And the diesel market?
Draheim: I think the diesel business is going to be tough. Consumers
are going to struggle with the cost and
the additional burden relative to these
new emission solutions. I think it’s
going to take a while to make that the
‘new normal.’ It will take six or nine
months for that to settle out.
RVB: We probably shouldn’t fail to
mention that your national dealer
meeting is coming up — where, we understand, you’re going to unveil the
bulk of your 2011 product.
Draheim: Yes, it will be in Fort
Wayne and Decatur Aug. 24 to 26. It’s
our first one. We want to bring in all the
dealers and show them what we have,
what our facility changes are.
It will be a working dealer meeting,

unlike a typical Fleetwood dealer
meeting in Las Vegas with all the
hoopla. We're not doing a lot of pomp
and circumstance — no formal presentation. It’s working sessions. We’re
going to have dealers in smaller
groups talking about product and innovations and what they are not getting in the market that they want. We’ll
have product on display, but it’s a much
more low-key, personal, get-to-meeteverybody-face-to-face type of dealer
meeting.
RVB: So, John, in closing, if you
were writing a book about Fleetwood
RV Inc. at this early point, it would be
a pretty good read, wouldn’t it?
Draheim: Yes, I think it’s pretty
positive. We laid out a plan and we are
ahead of it. The market’s responding
favorably. We are not without our challenges, but we have a very strong
management team and people are all
aligned to a common goal, a common
theme. It’s all up from here. Δ
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Ann Coulter:

Meet a Woman
Who’s Always
RIGHT.

Keynote Speaker Ann Coulter: New York Times Best
Selling Author, Syndicated Columnist, Correspondent
Human Events, Frequent Guest on “The Today Show”,
“Good Morning America” and “The Glen Beck Show”

3rd Annual RV Business Top 50 Dealer Awards Banquet
Wednesday, October 6, 2010
RVDA Con/Expo, Rio All-Suite Hotel & Casino, Las Vegas
In an effort to continue the work of the Go RVing Coalition’s Committee on
Excellence in raising the bar on industry quality, RV Business is rolling out
the 3rd Annual RV Business Top 50 Dealer Awards program. Manufacturers
are asked to nominate worthy dealer candidates who, in turn, submit applications to a review panel. The Top 50 dealers, once selected, are honored
at a gala awards banquet during the RVDA Con/Expo in Las Vegas.

’10

as nominated by RV manufacturers

Please join us in celebrating these 50 outstanding dealers and their achievements in customer care and overall professionalism. To attend call
(800) 719-1085. For more details on the RVB Top 50 program, please
visit www.RVBusiness.com.
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Ranking “Top 10” companies or “Top 25” executives is all the rage these days in
the publishing business. It’s a way of grabbing attention — and readership — with
eye-catching headlines and glitzy stories. But while we also want you to pay close attention to our editorial coverage, the RVBusiness staff set out to do something a little
different with this “10 Game-Changing RV Industry Suppliers” feature package.
Indeed, we realized that — given the hundreds of companies that supply goods
and services into this dynamic business sector — we should perhaps find a way to
look at some aof the companies that purvey goods and services, often quietly behind
the scenes, and literally make the wheels of the RV industry turn on a daily basis at
both the OEM and aftermarket levels.
Of course, some suppliers are big and publicly held. Some are tiny, three-person
operations, the names of which you’ve probably never heard. Yet, despite the critical
jobs that they do, many of them never get any significant editorial coverage — unless
they buy another company or post some product development breakthrough or, perhaps, generate some sort of negative news when a tragedy befalls them.
So, rather than try to rank any companies, a truly difficult (if not impossible) task
for a varied business sector like ours, our goal here is to simply profile ten significant
supplier companies that, in our opinion, are highly reputable firms with solid name
recognition and admirable market shares in their respective product categories. And
in the process we’ll try to make all of us a little smarter about what goes on in the RV
business. — Sherman Goldenberg, Publisher, RVBusiness
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Acquisitions, Focused Management Vault
Atwood Mobile Products Towards Forefront
Of RV Gas Appliance Manufacturing Sector
Once a Purveyor of Vacuum Cleaners and Components For the Auto Industry, Atwood’s Initial
RV Product Was a Trailer Coupler. Today, it’s Water Heaters, Ovens/Ranges and Furnaces.
hen the RV industry actually got
its start is often a point of contention. Unlike many milestones
in our history, there isn’t really a defining moment when the first RV appeared, and often the line between what
some considered inexpensive housing
and others called travel trailers was defined by one’s income level. But one
thing we do know for sure is that America’s love for the great outdoors was

W

Atwood’s Salt Lake City facility

Kip Ellis

V I T A L
S T A T I S T I C S
COMPANY: Atwood Mobile Products
LOCATIONS: Elkhart, Ind.; Antwerp, Ohio; Salt
Lake City, Utah; Greenbrier, Tenn.; roughly 500,000
square feet of production space (total).
EMPLOYEES: 550-730
PRIMARY PRODUCTS: Gas appliances (ranges
and cooktops, water heaters, furnaces)
SENIOR MANAGEMENT: Tim Stephens, president; Richard Kingdon, executive vice president; Kip
Ellis, vice president of sales and marketing; Dave
McClure, vice president of operations, Bill Martin,
director of marketing
CONTACT INFORMATION: Atwood Mobile
Products, 1120 North Main St., Elkhart, Ind. 46514;
(574) 264 2131. www.askforatwood.com

spurned by the birth of the automobile–
and Atwood Mobile Products was there
for the birth of both industries.
Well, at least the Atwood name was.
Though best known in the RV industry
for RV appliances, the company’s first
appearance in the business world was
with the Atwood Vacuum Machine
Company, established by brothers James
and Seth Atwood in 1909.
Not content to rest on their laurels, the
brothers later developed the “universal
rubber door bumper” designed to put an
end to pesky door rattles in early automobiles. By 1918, they had persuaded an
OEM to purchase the bumpers, and by
1919, they had become so successful that
the vacuum business went by the wayside.
The brothers Atwood continued to
find opportunity in the burgeoning auto
business; in 1922 they started manufacturing door hinges, and in 1933 they
began building the seat adjusters for
Chrysler vehicles. But it was hard not to
notice that travel trailers were growing
in popularity — and that’s when Atwood made its first foray into the world
of RVs, introducing a trailer coupler in
1936. Other notable Atwood products
included the screw-type trailer jack in
1949 and surge brakes in 1960.
Atwood remained active in both the

automotive and RV markets for the next
several years, but then sealed its destiny
as a major RV industry player when it
purchased the Bowen Company (manufacturer of trailer hot water heaters) in
1964, then formed the Mobile Products
division in 1970. “Up to that point, the
company had been producing a variety
of products,” explained Kip Ellis, vice
president of sales and marketing for Atwood Mobile Products. “So the decision
was made to divide the company in
order to better serve its automotive and
non-automotive customers.”
In an effort to expand its RV offerings, Atwood purchased Wedgewood in
the mid-‘80s, a move which was instrumental in providing Atwood with a
complete line of gas ranges and cooktops. Currently, the company positions
Wedgewood as a value line targeted at
entry-level products, while the Atwood
brand is reserved primarily for the
higher-end market. For example, Atwood ranges and cooktops feature a residential-style stamped steel grate and
also sealed burners for easier cleanup.
The Atwood product also comes standard with a Piezo ignitor or optional
electric ignition, both of which are optional on the Wedgewood product.
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Recession’s ‘Silver Lining’ at Blue Ox
Products: It ‘Helped Us Become More
Innovative, Streamlined, Stronger’
Firm Also Drew Upon Its History of Making Heavy-Duty Products to
Market Its Expertise — Tow Bars — To Commercial, Industrial and
Military Clients and Overhauled Its Product Development Area
hile no one in the RV industry
could be described as happy
about the now-receding recession, it turned out to be somewhat of an
epiphany for Pender, Neb.-based Blue
Ox Products.
“It actually strengthened our company,” said Ellen Kietzmann, vice president of Blue Ox. “It enabled us to really
clean house and evaluate things. There
were some layoffs, but really it turned us
into a ‘right sized’ company. The downturn helped us become more innovative,
streamlined, stronger and efficient. We
began looking at things with a new set
of eyes, because we had to in order to ensure our survival. Some of the old ways
just didn’t make sense to us anymore.”
The recession also had some interesting effects on sales. “Our sales of
older base plates has increased dramatically,” said Jay Hesse, Blue Ox president. “In tighter times, people tend to
shy away from purchasing new vehicles,
and instead, tow something they already
own. Sales this year of base plates for
towed vehicles have almost doubled
from the last two years.” In addition, Kietzmann noted the company’s Tru Center and Tiger Track products seem to be
gaining ground, as more consumers become more interested in products that
improve handling and safety.
The company has been through —
and survived — rough times before. Its

W
Jay Hesse

Ellen Kietzmann

V I T A L
S T A T I S T I C S
COMPANY: Blue Ox
LOCATION: Pender, Neb.; 160,000 square feet
EMPLOYEES: 125
PRIMARY PRODUCTS: Tow bars, base plates,
accessories, weight distributing hitches, Bed Saver,
Sport Carriers (motorcycle, ATV, etc), cargo carriers.
SENIOR MANAGEMENT: Jay Hesse, president;
Ellen Kietzmann, vice president; Aaron Rabbass,
treasurer; Selwyn Hesse, secretary.
CONTACT INFORMATION: Blue Ox Products,
1 Mill Rd. Pender, NE 68047, (402) 385 3051, Fax:
(402) 385 3360, www.blueox.us
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lineage can actually be traced back to
1926, although less than 20 years ago, the
Automatic Equipment Manufacturing
Corp. — founded shortly after WWII by
Myron Hesse and still the company’s
corporate name — was better known by
farmers than members of the RV industry. The company’s product line consisted
exclusively of products for the agricultural industry until 1991, when AEMFG
purchased what has become one of the
most recognized brands in the industry:
Blue Ox Products. Since then, the firm
has endeavored to strengthen its position
in the market by continually improving
existing products, as well as investigating
new opportunities.
Best known for its line of tow bars
and related components such as base
plates (dating back to vehicles as old as
1976) and dinghy brake systems, the
company later diversified into the travel
trailer and fifth-wheel markets with
products like the Sway Pro and Bed
Saver, respectively. The Sway Pro’s key
features are spring bars that snap into
their sockets for quick set-up, head
angle that can be adjusted via a thumb
wheel and four separate points of adjustable contact to control trailer sway.
The Bed Saver, meanwhile, saves fifth
wheel customers the expense and embarrassment of “dropping” the trailer
onto the truck; it simply attaches to the
continued on page 49

Blue Ox employees at the company’s
Pender, Neb., headquarters.
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Founded on Innovation, Carefree
of Colorado Continues to ‘Push the
Envelope’ on Awning Design
With Parent Company Berkshire Hathaway Providing Solid Financial
Backing, ‘We’re Able to Invest in New Products, New Technologies and
Capabilities,’ Noted Carefree President Jeff Rutherford
Jeff Rutherford

ne of the first rules of marketing is
to identify a product void, then fill
it — but as most companies will attest this is easier said than done. Even
when the new unit is a vast improvement
over an existing device there is no guarantee of it finding acceptance. Nonetheless, when Tom Faludy, then-president
of Carefree of Colorado, took possession
of a new RV some years back and was
handed a clothes pin with instructions
for its use by the driver who delivered
the rig — it was employed to pin the

O

V I T A L
S T A T I S T I C S
COMPANY: Carefree of Colorado
LOCATIONS: Broomfield, Colo., and Elkhart, Ind.,
with a combined 200,000 square feet
EMPLOYEES: 250-300
PRIMARY PRODUCTS: Awnings and awning
accessories for the RV industry
SENIOR MANAGEMENT: Jeff Rutherford, president; Mike Farmer, vice president, sales and marketing; Scott Thompson, vice president of operations;
Piar Adam, director of sales
CONTACT INFO: Carefree of Colorado, 2145 W.
6th Ave., Broomfield, Colo. 80020, (303) 469-3324,
Fax: (303) 469-4272, www.carefreeofcolorado.com

privacy curtain along the expansive driver’s window to block the sun while operating the vehicle — he realized that
there had to be a better solution.
In short order, the awning manufacturer added a side-visor shade to its
growing array of RV-centric offerings.
Not every product developed by
Carefree has such an interesting storyline, but it does underscore Carefree’s
product philosophy. “Our legacy has always been to be creative in coming up
with product solutions to ‘fix’ those
things involved in RVing and camping
that are considered a problem or an inconvenience to the user,” said Jeff
Rutherford, since 2004 president of the
Broomfield, Colo., company.
Not surprisingly, Carefree was
founded on innovation — the company
was established in 1971 by Gene Upton,
who invented the roll-up awning, a welcome replacement for the stake-andpull awnings then in use — and has
continued to push the envelope in
awning design and function.
“We were the first to develop an
awning to cover the slide-out room, the
first to come up with an electric patio
awning, the first to come up with an
over-the-door box awning and, furthering that, the first to design an over-the-

door box awning that moved forward to
accommodate the rake of windshields,”
Rutherford pointed out. Other Carefree
“firsts,” according to Rutherford, include several iterations of wind-sensing
and auto-retract features for electric
awnings. The company also has developed a number of market-leading “little
features,” including a lighted rollbar,
built-in awning canopy clamps and automatic remote locks for traditional rollup awnings that allow them to be
unlocked without a wand.
More recently, company debuts have
included several new lines, including the
Pioneer patio awning — a manual vertical-arm-style awning that does not use
any springs — and a new adjustablepitch electric awning that allows the
user to adjust the front or back awning
height to either raise or lower the entire
unit or drop one end for rain runoff.
“The key feature is that when the
awning is rolled up, the user can do so
without having to readjust the pitch —
and when they put it out again it goes
back to the same position it was set in
previously,” Rutherford noted.
Few of these innovations came on
Upton’s watch. In 1974, the founder
sold the firm to the Scott Fetzer Co. of
Westlake, Ohio; in 1986, Fetzer was, in
turn, acquired by Berkshire-Hathaway.
“You hear an awful lot about how,
when Warren Buffet bought Forest River
it gave ‘credibility’ to the RV industry,”
Rutherford said, referring to BerkshireHathaway’s legendary founder and majority shareholder, “but he’s actually been
involved in the RV industry since 1986
when he bought Scott Fetzer Co.”
Rutherford credits the strong finan-
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Cummins Onan Maintains Status as
‘Power Player’ in RV Marketplace With
High-Tech Generators, Diesels
Company’s Innovative Hybrid Quiet Diesel Genset, 2010 EmissionsCompliant Engines Help Findley, Minn.-based Firm Retain Position as
Industry Leader in Power Systems for the RV Industry

Garry Enyart

ith an estimated 95% of the
motorized RV engine market and more than 85% of
the a/c generator business, it could
be argued that Cummins Inc. —
parent company of Cummins
Power Generation Inc. and Cummins Onan — is the dominant
“power” player in the RV market.
But even with such a commanding
position, Cummins continues to
improve its products with
quieter operation, reduced
vibration, smaller package
size and lower emissions.
“We’ve always been a
good steward of our marketshare,” said Garry Enyart, director of
RV and commercial mobile businesses.
“We provide a good product for a good
price.”
The Cummins and Onan nameplates have been in business since the

W

V I T A L
S T A T I S T I C S
COMPANY: Cummins, Inc.
LOCATION: Corporate Headquarters: Columbus,
Ind.
CUMMINS POWER GENERATION: Fridley,
Minn., 500,000 square feet
EMPLOYEES: 1,700 (Fridley); 2,400 (worldwide)
PRIMARY PRODUCTS: Gas and diesel generators, transfer switches, switch gear
SENIOR MANAGEMENT: Tim Solso, CEO,
Cummins, Inc; Tom Linebarger, president of Cummins
Inc; Tony Satterthwaite, vice president of Cummins
Inc, president of Cummins Power Generation.
CONTACT INFORMATION: Cummins Power
Generation, 1400 73rd Ave. NE, Fridley, Minn. 55432,
(763) 574-5000, Fax: (763) 574-5208,
www.cumminsonan.com
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Cummins Hybrid Quiet Diesel system

1920s, but unlike many
venerable companies that eventually extend their reach into completely unrelated markets, the specialty of both
companies has always been engines and
power generation.
For Cummins Power Generation, the
only limiting factor in its growth was the
range of its offerings, a problem which
it solved by acquiring Onan in 1986.
“Onan had small engines already, but we
were only big up to about 700kW,” said
Enyart. “Under Cummins, that range
now extends from 2,500W all the way
up to 2.7 megawatts (2,700kW).”
In the RV market, its 4kW and
5.5kW gas and 8kW diesel units are the
highest volume sellers. Similarly, its ISB
and ISC diesel engines are the most
popular forms of motorhome motivation. And with Cummins championing
the use of Selective Catalytic Reduction
(SCR) technology with its significant
aftertreatment equipment to meet ’10
EPA standards — and Cummins, in
turn, the engine of choice for many motorized RV manufacturers — that doesn’t look to change anytime soon.

Another factor in the company’s success in the RV market has been its wellreceived Cummins Coach Care service
facilities. According to Cummins, its
Coach Care centers are the only nationwide bumper-to-bumper service
network exclusively for motorhomes.
The centers offer complete drivetrain, chassis and major component service and repair, including
Cummins Onan generators. The
centers are also linked by a computer network so that Coach
Care technicians can look up the
history of a customer’s coach as
well as share information. Customers are protected by “reciprocal warranty coverage” so that
repair work performed at one location is
on file throughout the entire network of
service centers. Currently, Coach Care
centers number 38 nationwide, but Enyart says several more will be added over
the next two years.
Technologically, Cummins continues
to seek opportunities to innovate in order
to stay on top. The most recent example
of this drive came in 2007, when the
company introduced its Hybrid Quiet
Diesel (HQD) system, a new benchmark
in efficient power production.
Consisting of either an 8/10kW or
12/18kW generator (called a ‘power
unit’ in this case), a bank of batteries, inverter/charger, transfer switch and a sophisticated
power
management
system, HQD leveraged power from
more than one source, enabling Cummins to size the generator for steady
state instead of peak loads. This meant
that the generator could be sized smaller,
which in turn yielded 50% quieter operation, improved fuel economy and an average weight reduction of 300 pounds.
According to Enyart, the system has
continued on page 57
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From Wheel Simulators to Rubber
Roofs and Side Wall Panels, Dicor Corp.
Branches Out — Within RV Industry
Elkhart, Ind., RV Supplier Adds Diverse Group of Subsidiaries,
Although Products for Recreational Vehicles Continue to be Its Mainstay. New Vixen Composites Division to Begin Production in Q4

ABOVE: Dicor Corp. President Gregg Fore (left)
with a technician in the company’s synthetic
roofing products facility. LEFT: Workers assemble RV blinds in a window coverings plant.

V I T A L
S T A T I S T I C S
COMPANY: Dicor Corp.
LOCATIONS: Five facilities in Elkhart, Ind., with
approximately 230,000 square feet of space (total).
EMPLOYEES: 100
PRIMARY PRODUCTS: Synthetic roofing accessories, decorative wheel covers, seals and engineered
seal solutions, interior window coverings and treatments, remote motor controls, slide locks, windshield
wiper systems, decorative and structural composite
panels
SENIOR MANAGEMENT: Gary Adamson, CEO;
Gregg Fore, president; Bill Snook, vice president, operations; Braden McCormick, president, United Shade
affiliate; Gordon Frost, general manager, Vixen
Composites affiliate; Gregg Eash, general manager,
Alta Resources affiliate; Richard Delks, general manager, Window Expressions affiliate; Greg Kelly, national sales manager, Seal Design; Jeff Gaff, vice president OEM sales; Dave Majewski, vice president aftermarket sales; Dwayne Nickel, director of marketing
CONTACT INFORMATION: Dicor Corp. Inc.,
52878 Airport Pkwy., Elkhart, Ind. 46516, (800) 8372059, Fax: (574) 293-2017, www.dicor.com

ccording to many automotive supply
houses, the No. 1 change most new
car and pickup truck owners make is
to replace the vehicle’s stock wheels for
aftermarket designs. Not coincidentally,
many of those same consumers are avid
RV enthusiasts — but the oversized nature of a recreational vehicle oftentimes
drives the cost of such customization to
similarly oversized levels.
Fortunately, it can also drive some
companies to develop viable alternatives.
And while it can be almost prohibitively
expensive for some RV owners to outfit
a new motorhome or medium-duty
pickup truck with true high-tech aftermarket wheels, the founders of Dicor
Corp. realized that the same look could
be achieved for a fraction of the cost by
equipping the same rigs with wheel liners — highly polished metal inserts that
fit snugly over the stamped steel wheels.
In the 26 years since the Elkhart, Ind.,
company was founded, Dicor has sold
more than one million sets of wheel simulators and covers. The product line has
grown to include hub covers and AirGuard inflation systems, while the Dicor

A

brand also has become synonymous with
EPDM rubber roofing systems, roofing
care and maintenance products and
multi-purpose flooring.
As might be expected of any company with nearly three decades of continual operation, Dicor Corp. has since
branched out by creating a number of
divisions specializing in other applications and products, but according to
company President Gregg Fore, “its core
competency — RVs — remains 90%plus of our business.”
That includes the company’s newest
venture: In February, Dicor Corp. announced the formation of Vixen Composites LLC, also to be headquartered
in Elkhart in a 98,000-square-foot facility. Vixen will specialize in structural
and exterior composite panels that allow
RVs to become more lightweight while
also improving structural integrity and
durability. While Dicor is a privately
held company that does not release financial information, Fore did note that,
according to public records based upon
tax incentives the company received, the
Vixen project represents an investment
of up to $6 million.
“We moved into a facility recently to
start assembling the operation,” he
noted. “We were able to start the process
during the recent downturn, and took
advantage of technologies that were
available and that we developed along
with the help of others. We will, in the
fourth quarter of this year, be producing
high-gloss, high-quality wall panels for
the RV industry.”
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Dometic Expands RV Business, Other Units
Through Acquisitions, Product Development
Founded on Absorption Refrigerator Technology, the Elkhart,
Ind., Company Has Rounded Out
its ‘Core Product Group’ with AirConditioning, Awning And Sanitation Divisions
here are, generally speaking, two
ways for a company to “grow” its
business: organically, by developing
new products and brand-line extensions
through internal research and development, or through acquisitions. Dometic
Corp. has taken both routes during its
43-year history, but to get an idea of the
reach of its core businesses other than
the RV industry — where it remains a
major supplier on both the OEM and
aftermarket level — consider this: the
company has averaged nearly one prime
acquisition a year for the past 37 years.
“We’re in a number of other markets
and have other business units or sectors
— marine, automotive lodging, medical
and retail,” said Brad Sargent, vice president of marketing for the Elkhart,
Ind.-based manufacturer. “Dometic
Americas, which we are responsible for
here, comprises more than just the RV
industry — and Dometic Worldwide

T

V I T A L
S T A T I S T I C S
COMPANY: Dometic Group
LOCATION: Eight manufacturing facilities in Ohio,
Virginia, Indiana, Canada and worldwide
PRIMARY PRODUCTS: RV and marine refrigerators and sanitation systems, awnings, air-conditioning
and heating units
SENIOR MANAGEMENT: L. Douglas Whyte,
president; Brad Sargent, vice president, marketing; Al
Haimbach, vice president, aftermarket; Dave Schultz,
vice president, OEM
CONTACT INFORMATION: 2320 Industrial
Pkwy., Elkhart, IN 46516, (574) 294-2511, Fax:
(574) 293-9686, www.dometicusa.com
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Dometic senior managers in front of tanks containing chemicals to make foam for RV refrigerator
doors (l-r): Aghish Agrawal, senior vice president and CFO; Brad Sargent, vice president of marketing, Jim Menefee, director of operations; Douglas Whyte, president; Dwight Miller,operations.

actually has a broader product range
than the corporation does here in the
U.S.” Among its U.S. subsidiaries, however, the RV industry is still, based upon
revenue, “the 900-pound gorilla.”
That’s not surprising, given
Dometic’s history. The company actually has its roots in the beginnings of the
absorption refrigerator, the type of unit
used for recreational vehicles.
“That product was invented in
1922,” Sargent noted. “and we’ve had
our manufacturing facilities in that basic
property ever since.” Dometic originally
was part of Electrolux — but don’t confuse the companies with the venerable
vacuum cleaner manufacturer of the era.
Prior to coming to the U.S. as a corporation, Electrolux sold the rights to the
name, so Dometic was the “official”
presence of Electrolux in America when
the company came stateside in 1967.
“As Electrolux grew and moved into
other areas and as absorption refrigera-

tor technology was replaced by the compressor refrigerator on the household
front, Dometic, that technology and the
company’s business unit found itself
outside the core focus of Electrolux’s
business.” Dometic Group was sold to
an equity group, EQT, in 1997, then
was sold to BC Partners. It was later
taken over by a bank syndicate.
Dometic’s impact within the RV industry goes beyond the absorption refrigerator. “We rounded out our core
products group through acquisitions,”
Sargent noted. “One of them was the
Duo-Therm Corp., which produces airconditioning and heating equipment;
we acquired in 1985. In 1988, we added
A&E Systems, which produced
awnings and accessories, and in 2001 we
acquired the Sea-Land line of RV and
marine sanitation systems.”
Within the RV industry, approximately 80% of Dometic’s business is dicontinued on page 54

Dometic test lab
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Acquisition by Drew Industries Helps Fuel
Lippert Components’ Aggressive Growth
Into a Dominant Supplier to RV Industry
Steel Parts Fabrication Company Already Was on Fast Track When
Acquired by Drew in ’97; Buoyed by Parent Company’s Capital, Lippert Added 23 Companies to its Burgeoning Balance Sheet
egardless of what sector of the RV
industry you serve, the odds are
good that you’ve used a product
built by Lippert Components Inc. (LCI)
at one time or another. With an extensive
line of products and track record that
spans 54 years, LCI is one of the most
dominant suppliers in the business.
The LCI story began with Larry
Lippert, who started fabricating components and building metal roofs for manufactured housing in 1956. Like many
entrepreneurs, Lippert had his hand in
several different enterprises over what
would be his 23-year stint, buying and
selling other businesses in order to diversify and strengthen his company’s
position in a burgeoning manufacturedhousing market.
In 1979, Larry’s son, Douglas, took
the reins and made a concerted effort to
return LCI to its roots. LCI’s focus
would once again be steel parts fabrication, and any unrelated entities the company had acquired over the years would
be sold off. As it turned out, this was the
first of many decisions that would put
LCI on a path to accelerated growth.
Another milestone came a decade
later when LCI purchased the company
that manufactured steel chassis for Sky-

R

Jason Lippert

V I T A L
S T A T I S T I C S
COMPANY: Lippert Components, Inc.
LOCATIONS: 16 facilities in eight states with a
combined 1,365,285 square feet.
EMPLOYEES: 2,000
PRIMARY PRODUCTS: Towable RV and mobile
home chassis, towable and motorized RV slideout
systems, leveling systems/stabilization systems, towable RV and mobile home axles and related components, mattresses, furniture, bedlift systems, RV entry
and access doors, pinbox hitches
SENIOR MANAGEMENT: Jason D. Lippert,
Chairman/CEO, LCI and Kinro; Scott T. Mereness,
president, LCI and Kinro; Jamie Schnur, CIO, LCI and
Kinro, Matt Hazelbaker, national operations manager,
LCI; Todd Driver, national operations manager, LCI;
Jason Falk, national operations manager, LCI; Marc
Grimes, national operations manager, LCI; Andy
Murray, national director of RV sales, LCI and Kinro;
Eddie Rackleff, national sales director, West Coast,
LCI and Kinro; Gary McPhail, CFO, LCI and Kinro
CONTACT INFORMATION: Lippert Components,
Inc., 2703 College Ave., Goshen, Ind. 46528, (574)
535-1125, Fax: (574) 535-2091, www.lci1.com

line Homes, a sensible addition to the
company’s line of fabricated steel components. In the early ’90s, LCI opened
a chassis-manufacturing plant in
Goshen, Ind., and by the mid-1990s,
started manufacturing some of Lippert’s
first RV chassis.
“When we entered the Indiana market with RV chassis, we started working
with Fleetwood,” explained Jason Lippert, Douglas Lippert’s son and current
president and CEO of LCI. “At that
time, many manufacturers started laminating their own walls and Fleetwood
didn’t have the capacity to do that. So,
we entered an agreement to manufacture chassis for them, and they used
their existing chassis facilities to make
their own laminated walls. Fleetwood
really was the springboard that allowed
LCI entrance into the mainstream RV
market in Elkhart County.”
Lippert was gaining ground quickly,
a fact that hadn’t escaped the attention
of Drew Industries (NYSE: DW),
which acquired LCI in 1997. “Drew Industries owned Kinro (a well-known
manufacturer of windows and baggage
doors for the RV industry)” said Lippert, “so LCI was a good fit for them,
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Thetford Alliance Provides Norcold With
New Manufacturing Technologies, Updated
Designs – and Helped Open New Markets
‘The Investment by Thetford Brought … Chilled Water Dispensers, Ice Makers, Auto Defrost … ’
Said Company Vice-President Kevin Phillips. The Company Now Also Sells to Europe and Australia.
hile there are still many consumers who enjoy the concept of
“roughing it,” it’s a generally accepted rule that the average RVer wants
his/her rig to approximate a residential
environment, albeit in a smaller space.
For most of us, it would be hard to
imagine a home without a refrigerator
— a basic fact that has kept Norcold in
business since 1954.
Though the company has changed
hands a few times throughout the years,
it has remained, first and foremost, a
company that produces refrigeration
units for RV and marine applications.
Much has changed in the RV industry since Norcold, originally based in
California, began crafting absorption refrigerators for mobile campers — but
the company has stayed the course for
continual improvement, moving its
cooling unit manufacturing from Brazil
to Indiana, then opening a new cooling
unit assembly center in Gettysburg,
Ohio. In 1997, the company was acquired by the Thetford Corp., which
gave it a firmer foothold in the market.

ods. Thetford had been using lean manufacturing practices for a long time, and
was able to transfer the technology to
Norcold.”
Dubbed “Lean Strategy,” the practice implements tools designed to eliminate or reduce manufacturing wastes
that add cost or time without adding
value. One such example is a “Lineside”
storage area, where materials are kept
near the assembly line to reduce handling and transportation time. Four assembly lines were integrated into two in
order to reduce floor space and improve
efficiency. And, a “Lean Class” was created to teach and inform plant personnel, suppliers and customers about lean

W

Kevin Phillips

V I T A L
S T A T I S T I C S
COMPANY: Norcold Inc. (wholly owned by
Thetford Corp.)
LOCATION: Sidney, Ohio, and Gettysburg, Ohio,
275,000 square feet (combined); local sales and
service office in Elkhart, Ind., 20,000 square feet
EMPLOYEES: 500 (combined Norcold and
Thetford)
PRIMARY PRODUCTS: RV, marine and truck
refrigerators
SENIOR MANAGEMENT: Kevin Phillips, vice
president of sales and marketing; Wayne Lorek,
vice president of operations; Mark Schlei, CFO
CONTACT INFORMATION: 7101 Jackson Rd.,
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48103, (800) 543-1219, Fax:
734-769-2023; www.thetford.com
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Technicians manufacturing RV refrigerators
at Nocold assembly plant.

Now with manufacturing final assembly
and company headquarters located in
Sidney, Ohio, the American-owned
company proudly offers products made
in the U.S.
“When Thetford acquired Norcold,
it opened up a whole new world of possibilities for the brand,” said Kevin
Phillips, vice president of sales and marketing for Norcold/Thetford. “The investment by Thetford brought updated
designs, chilled water dispensers, ice
makers, auto defrost, etc. We were also
able to improve manufacturing meth-

tools, methods and systems they can utilize. “There was improved emphasis on
customer service and support with fulltime trainers, installation training and
auditing,” Phillips added.
Under Thetford’s considerable wing,
the RV refrigerators are now sold in the
European and Australian markets as
well. “That’s one of the unique aspects
of our companies,” said Phillips. “We
have the ability to build localized products, specifically designed for a particular market. For example, the European
continued on page 52
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Roadmaster Garners Majority Share of Tow
ProductsMarket; ‘We’re the Innovators of
the Towing Industry,’ Noted Founder
The Vancouver, Wash.-based Manufacturer Was the First to Develop Such Products as Folding
Tow Bars and Proportional Dinghy Braking Systems; Also Invented Current-Restricting Diodes
rying to pinpoint a single factor that
leads to the development of an entire industry is usually an exercise in
futility, but there’s no denying that the
ability of motorhome enthusiasts to utilize a second vehicle for local driving
after setting up at a campsite has contributed dramatically to the popularity
of ever-larger coaches. The fact that
many of these systems — from folding,
stowable tow bars to proportional supplemental braking systems for towed vehicles — were first introduced by
Roadmaster Inc. does, however, underscore the impact that a single manufacturer can have upon an industry.
Ironically, Roadmaster was not initially set up for production of towing
products. Founded in 1974 by Jerry Edwards — who remains the company’s
sole owner and president — Roadmaster
was originally a distributor of aftermarket
parts and accessories, primarily awnings.
“I owned another company, Vetro
RV, and in ’74 we began manufacturing

T

V I T A L
S T A T I S T I C S

Jerry Edwards

stand-up a-frame-type tow bars and
braking systems,” Edwards recollected.
They weren’t for public consumption,
however; at the time, Edwards’ firm was
building the products for its own use. In
1984, he began manufacturing tow bars
under the Roadmaster brand.
“When Roadmaster first started
manufacturing tow bars, we made what
we called the Stowmaster tow bar,
which was the first folding tow bar in
the industry. Throughout the years, we
added on wiring kits, electrical cords,
diodes, brackets, front guards, rock

guards and shields ... it evolved into the
whole product line that we have today.”
“The Stowmaster was really the
kingpin,” added David Robinson,
Roadmaster’s director of marketing.
“That’s really what turned the corner; it
was revolutionary, unlike anything else
anyone had up to that point. It allowed
one person to simply hook up a tow bar
or disconnect it in seconds.”
That has evolved into a myriad of
other products necessary for safe towing, many of which — such as front rock
shields, removable hidden brackets and
tow bars that were themselves removable — were first championed by Roadmaster. The company also invented and
manufactured the first wiring diodes,
used to tie into the tow car’s electronics
in order to light up the towed vehicle’s
lights without the current backfeeding
into the vehicle’s onboard computer.
While attempting to ascertain market share in an industry populated by
privately held companies can be difficult, Edwards feels Roadmaster has
more than 50% of the market share in a
number of product lines including tow
continued on page 54

COMPANY: Roadmaster Inc.
LOCATIONS: Two facilites in Vancouver, Wash.,
two in Portland, Ore., and one in Elkhart, Ind., with a
combined 254,000 square feet
EMPLOYEES: 190
PRIMARY PRODUCTS: Tow bars, supplemental
braking systems, mounting brackets, anti-sway bars,
suspension and steering components, tow dollies,
towing accessories, care and cleaning products
SENIOR MANAGEMENT: Jerry Edwards, president; David Robinson, director of marketing; Eric
Jason, national sales manager; Gary Trestle, special
projects and purchasing; Joe Marshall, plant superintendent
CONTACT INFO: Roadmaster Inc., 6110 NE 127th
Ave., Vancouver, Wash. 98682, (503) 288-9898, Fax:
(503) 288-8900, www.roadmasterinc.com
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Suburban Manufacturing Products Literally
Run Hot and Cold — a Diversity That Helped
the Company Weather the Recession
‘All Four (of Our Products) Are Required by Our Industry,’ Said Company President Mel Adams.
‘You Can’t Build an RV Without Them.’ Firm Began Building Furnaces for RV Industry in the 1970s
n the normal order of things, propane
companies are created to serve
propane appliances, not the other way
around. But when you think about it, it
makes perfect sense: What better way to
drive more demand for your product
than to create a need for it?
It seems to have worked for Suburban Manufacturing. If you live in, or
have even driven through a rural area,
you’ve likely noticed that you can’t swing
a dead possum without hitting a Suburban Propane truck, and the company’s
pill-shaped tanks literally dot the landscape. That’s no doubt due in part, at
least to the fact that the company had
the foresight to ensure its viability into
the future with a few strategic moves.
First, it purchased the Hunt Heater
Company, a manufacturer of home
heating devices, in 1956. By the 1970s,
the company had a product line that included wood stoves and other heating
products for residential use, so building
furnaces for RV use seemed like a natural progression. “In the 1980s, Suburban
acquired the tooling for water heaters

I

A new range goes down
the assembly line at
Suburban plant.

Mel Adams

V I T A L
S T A T I S T I C S
COMPANY: Suburban Manufacturing Company
(Division of Airxcel, Inc.)
LOCATIONS: Wichita, Kan.; Dayton, Ohio; Cordele,
Ga.; Elkhart, Ind.; approximately 650,000 square feet
of production space (total).
EMPLOYEES: 440
PRIMARY PRODUCTS: Furnaces, water heaters,
cooking appliances.
SENIOR MANAGEMENT: Mel Adams, president
and CEO of Airxcel/Suburban; Roger Panoz, president
of Suburban; Richard Schreck, CFO; Pierre Briglio,
vice president of RV group sales
CONTACT INFO: Suburban Manufacturing
Co./Airxcel, Inc., 676 Broadway St., Dayton, Tenn.
37321, (423) 775-2131, Fax: (423) 775-7002,
www.rvcomfort.com
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Suburban employs 440 at four sites, with approximately
650,000 total square feet of production space.

and from there it was primarily an RV
appliance supplier,” said Mel Adams,
president and CEO of Airxcel, Suburban’s parent company. “Certainly, entering the water-heater business was a
transitional mark, and it turned the
company into a major supplier,” he
added. “Cooking appliances were added
in 1997, and that completed our core
product line: furnaces, water heaters and
cooking appliances for RVs.”
But the Suburban success story is really a tale of two companies, Airxcel
being the second. It was formed in 1991

through the acquisition of two businesses
under the Coleman Co. umbrella: RV
Products, which manufactured Coleman
RV air conditioners, and Faulkner
awnings, later discontinued. Airxcel then
built on its foundation by purchasing
Suburban in 1998, which Adams said
was a match made in heaven.
“One of the things that made the acquisition compelling for us was that it
substantially increased our product offerings and presence in the RV industry,”
he said. “We went from one product line
to four. It’s much more convenient and
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desirable for an OEM purchasing agent
to work with one supplier to get an offering of four products, or at least know
those products are available. The other
thing we found compelling was the quality and value philosophies of both companies were very similar. Because of that,
you can garner a good reputation for
building high-quality products. And finally, all four products are required by
our industry. You can’t build an RV
without them.”
Today, Airxcel consists of three divisions: RV Products and Suburban on
the RV side, and Marvair, which manufactures air conditioners, heat pumps
and similar products for commercial,
telecommunications, school and marine
applications. “The mass of Suburban
and its position in the market was very
complimentary to the business units
within Airxcel,” Adams noted. “And
having a substantial share in the product
lines we offer helped us get through the
downturn. We definitely got hurt, and
hurt bad. We’re industry-driven, and
our numbers tracked with it during the
downturn; 70% of our business is with
the RV industry, and when it dropped
we felt that pain. The main advantage
we had was that we have an aftermarket
segment that represents 13% of the
company, and that was not down as bad
as OEM shipments. That was helpful,
and during the same time, our telecommunication business held up. We had
balance and diversity that cushioned the
blow. We were able to protect product
development and the other things it
takes to keep a business strong.”
Suburban recently introduced what
it calls the Q furnace, a product that was
developed during the recession. “It’s
10% quieter than anything that’s been
produced for the RV marketplace,” says
Adams. “We’ve also continued with our
expansion of water heater offerings, and
we now have a 16-gallon water heater
for certain applications, such as larger
motorhomes, big fifth-wheels, and park
models — units that people are spending extended periods of time in.”
The company also is bringing a new
line of countertop-flush stoves to market, but on the air conditioning front,
most of the company’s focus has been
on converting the entire line to environmentally friendly refrigerant. “That required complete reconfiguration of
factories as well as redesign of product,”
Adams explained, “but we completed
that in December 2009, and all products
built in 2010 use the new refrigerant.
Our goal was to maintain the comfort
that the customer derives from our AC

product, and we did that successfully.”
As for the future, Adams says he has
noticed the trend toward lightweight
towables that can be towed by non-traditional tow vehicles.
“Towables have rebounded much
quicker than motorized product lines,”
he said. “So our attention is on light
weight, reasonable cost and low sound
output. Every time we can reduce the
noise level, we do. It’s a delicate balance
of cost and consumer value — we always
strive for a quality product, but realize
we’ve also got to remain competitively
priced. Also, I think the market will

eventually gravitate to more aesthetically pleasing products.”
Adams’ forecast is a positive one.
“We’re delighted that business has rebounded for 2010,” he says. “We have the
leading market share in furnaces and
water heaters, and we are a leader in cooking appliances. We work on our products
constantly, and our ability to grow our
business depends on innovation, quality
and being able to deliver product at a fair
cost. And although consumers have cut
back some, activity at campgrounds has
remained high, and that’s good for our
business and our future.”Δ
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Atwood from page 37
With the purchase of Hydroflame
(furnaces) in 1993, the company’s core
product line was officially gas appliances: Water heaters, ovens/ranges and
furnaces. Today, Atwood maintains a
leading market share position on these
products.
Before long, several subsequent business transactions added to the product
range and opened up new opportunities.
Atwood was purchased by Excel Industries of Elkhart, Ind., an independent
designer, manufacturer and supplier of
window systems for automotive, light
truck, bus and RV markets in North
America.
In 1999, Excel merged with Dura
Automotive Systems, a leading supplier
of door modules, glass systems, seat
mechanisms/structures and engineered
assemblies. “The Atwood Mobile Products division remained a separate entity,”
said Ellis, “and as part of the tie-in with
Excel, we were introduced to windows
and doors. In 2003, Atwood — which
was still under the Dura umbrella —
purchased the Creation Group, which
got us into the towable window and
door business, as well as ladders and
other extruded aluminum components.”

Atwood’s Greenbrier, Tenn., facility

In 2007, Dura sold Atwood to Insight
Equity, a private equity firm based out of
Southlake, Texas, which owns the company today. “Insight has a long-standing
history of financial and operation expertise,” said Bill Martin, director of marketing for Atwood. “This expertise has been
vital in Atwood emerging as a stronger
company following the recession.”
With a firm grip on the gas appliance market, Atwood’s most recent new
products include hardware for the utility
trailer market, and new doors for the
manufactured housing segment. “The
markets we serve have really been challenged in the last couple of years, but it’s
been turning around lately. So, now
we’re going back to innovating and establishing a leadership position for our
products,” said Ellis. “We have begun
re-hiring members of our production
team and have restored some of the

salaried positions as well.”
Because Atwood serves such a broad
base, Ellis says it has been a challenge
for the company to pinpoint where the
industry is headed in the mid- to long
term. “We’re confident it will continue
to grow,” he says, “but will it be a steady
ramp up, or will there be some cyclicality? There’s still an overwhelming sense
of cautious optimism out there.”
Economic challenges notwithstanding, Martin, believes the company is
well-positioned to serve the RV industry
now and into the future. “The towable
segment is becoming more prominent,
and it’s highly competitive with all the
different brands and products,” he said.
“There’s no longer just two or three different types of RVs anymore — there’s
lightweight, ultra lightweight, hybrid,
etc. The market just keeps getting more
and more fragmented, but our products
are strategically aligned to sweep the
bulk of the market, whether it be towable or motorized.”
“We’re the most weight-conscious
producer of these products, and we recognize the challenges of fuel efficiency
and GVW ratings that our customers
face,” added Ellis. “Our goal is to grow
and provide products that will allow the
OEMs additional flexibility.” Δ
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Blue Ox from page 38
hitch and catches/secures the pin before
damage can occur.
Blue Ox has also made a name for itself with its line of Sport Carriers, Motorcycle Carriers, Sport Lifts and
Cargo/Mobility carriers.
Recently, however, the company has
placed a greater focus on existing products, specifically its dinghy braking products and tow bars. The company’s
Apollo and Luxor dinghy brake systems
have been discontinued in favor of a new
system called The Patriot. “The Patriot
is a better product because it does not
use an air compressor, air tank or air
lines,” explained Hesse. “It features an
all-electric actuator, self-contained battery and a wireless remote. It’s about half
the weight of our previous products and
it’s easier to handle.” In addition, said
Hesse, the product incorporates a circuit
board with a data recording feature that
allows evaluation of the last several stops
if something goes wrong. “We guarantee
that the system will not malfunction and
leave the brakes on — the system safeguards against that as well. And, you can
use it on hybrid vehicles, which you
could not do with the other systems.”
When the RV market began to decline along with the nation’s economy
in 2008, the company began to examine
its options, and got creative with its line
of tow bars.
Blue Ox drew on its history of making heavy-duty products, and addressed
the commercial, industrial and military
markets with a line of extreme-duty tow
bars. The first was a 10,000 lb. rated
pintle hitch tow bar called the Allure,
which has the option of interchangeable
heads. This makes the product especially attractive to companies in the vehicle delivery sector, who commonly
carry three or more tow bars for different applications.
Blue Ox also introduced a 20,000 lb.rated Titan, followed by the 40,000 lb.rated Torrent, the 80,000 lb.-rated
Triton, and an as yet named 100,000 lb.rated bar to be released soon. “We basically used our RV designs and scaled
them up,” said Hesse. “The 40, 80 and
100K are primarily for defense applications. What they (the military) used before was a solid bar that weighed 400 lbs.
and took at least two guys to handle. Our
bars weigh 160 lbs. and are collapsible.”
As part of the effort to accommodate
the new product line, Blue Ox completely overhauled its product development area, including all new equipment
that allowed prototypes to be built on

site, rather than in the main factory. “All
of our product is FEA (Finite Element
Analysis) tested — the military won’t
accept anything less,” Hesse added.
Moving forward, Blue Ox’s goal is to
continue to build on its relationship
with its dealer partners, and to meet the
challenges posed by their customers

head on. “We’re not that big of an industry, and we all need to make a greater
commitment to the customer,” said Kietzmann. “Sometimes, we tend to focus
on the 10% of customers that are troublesome and not the 90% that truly are
there to enjoy the lifestyle. Consequently, decisions are made based on the
10%, and the 90% are penalized, which
isn’t right. I believe our biggest challenge in our industry is taking care of
the transient customer ... if we can embrace those customers, we will all reap
the rewards, because they become our
active promoters.” Δ
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Lippert from page 43
because we supplied the manufactured
housing and RV markets like Kinro did.”
Where other corporate decisions had
enabled LCI to grow steadily, the agreement with Drew Industries put the
company in the fast lane almost
overnight. “Drew had a strong balance
sheet,” recalls Lippert. “In the early
2000s, they allocated $15 million a year
for five years in capital expenditures to
grow the business aggressively.”
Indeed, over the last 10 years, Drew’s
cash infusion allowed LCI to acquire 23
companies, increase organic growth and
amass a product line that is truly staggering. In addition to LCI products
(which include towable chassis,
axles/axle components, suspension systems,
slideouts,
entry
doors,
manual/electric jack systems and more),
the company also owns Michiana Mattress, Seating Technology, Inc. (RV furniture) and Happijac. The Drew
Industries family of companies includes
Kinro (windows and doors) and Kinro
Composites (tubs, shower pans, sinks,
thermoformed components).
While such a diverse product line
certainly helped LCI weather the economic downturn of last two years, it still
felt the pinch. It reduced its workforce
by more than 50% (from approximately
2,200 to 1,000) in 2009 and closed 13
factories between 2007-2010, but in so
doing, remained solvent. “We made
money last year,” said Lippert, “and I
think that any company that made
money in ’09 was doing more right than
wrong. Many of the factories we closed
were consolidated into our other factories, so we didn’t have to eliminate as
many jobs. We learned to run the business more efficiently, and also used the
slow time to develop new products and
get into markets we hadn’t addressed
before. The new products we developed
in the slow time are taking off in a big
way now that volume has returned.”
For example, Lippert said, LCI got
into the entry door business in January
of last year because their customers told
them they were having trouble with
their existing suppliers due to the recession. “We were building ramp doors already, so our customers asked if we
could build entry doors. Now we build
several hundred a day.”
LCI is also releasing several new
products that address several different
market segments, such as remote controls, lighting options and pushbutton
stability jacks. “We’re making industryfirst innovations to entry-door products

Technicians assemble axle
components at a Lippert
manufacturing facility.

as well as many other Lippert products,
and have introduced a new lightweight
slideout system that utilizes gears inside
the wall and tracks on the exterior sidewall of the room. It’s lighter weight, cost
effective and it reduces the amount of
adjustment necessary to keep the room
true to the unit.”
Also new is a six-point leveling system for fifth-wheel trailers. “Trailer
chassis are typically more flexible and
require more support,” said Lippert.
“You simply can’t put four jacks on a 40foot trailer and expect it to work properly without tweaking the frame or
cracking a sidewall. Our six-point system picks up the middle and the ends at
the same time and completely levels the

coach in 35 seconds with the push of a
single button.”
The last 12 months have been strong
for LCI, and as a result, their workforce
is back up to 2,000 employees. “Business
is definitely trending back to where we
were before the recession,” said Lippert.
“I don’t think it will happen all at once,
but I do think it will happen over the
next few years — you can’t deny the
growing popularity of the RV lifestyle.
Our challenge outside the volatile economy is continuing to develop new products, stay focused on our customers and
continue to keep our people motivated.
We’ve done a lot of things right in the
past, and that’s one of the reasons our
customers have confidence in us.” Δ
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Norcold from page 44

IT’S
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market is different from the U.S. market, which is different from the Australian market.”
While Norcold’s 6.3 cubic-foot refrigerator is still the most popular in
terms of unit sales, consumer demand
for more space and more amenities in
RV units just keeps on growing. The
company introduced the 12-cubic-foot
Ultraline 1200LR in 1996 — a unit that
delivered 50% more storage space over
the largest two-door model available at
the time. The subsequent model 1210
four-door refrigerator offered two
freezer compartments and built-in diagnostics and has since undergone numerous improvements, such as curved bins,
stacked vegetable crispers and the firstever chilled water dispenser on an RV
refrigerator.
But the biggest product news (both
literally and figuratively) came in 2006
with the introduction of the PolarMax
RF, the largest RV refrigerator ever created. Measuring a whopping 17 cubic
feet (11.7 in the refrigerator and 5.3 in
the freezer) it was built specifically for
the RV environment with gas or electric
operation, door latches and a cooling
unit with no moving parts. It also
boasted features that emulate a residential product, including a standard ice
maker and automatic defrost.
Norcold products are also used in the
trucking and emergency vehicle markets, but surprisingly, this wasn’t the key
factor in the company’s survival during
the depths of the recession. “All of the
markets had a difficult time,” said
Phillips. “I would say the marine market
has had the most difficult time and is
experiencing a slower recovery. The
truck market is cyclical, and it’s coming
back, but not yet at the same levels. The
aftermarket is really what has helped us
— it has remained pretty stable. Consumers continue to use their RVs
throughout the recession, and the people we’ve talked to still believe that
RVing is a cost-effective way to vacation
and keep their family together.”
Phillips also noted that, because
Thetford sells to every manufacturer in
the RV industry, they had better forewarning of the economic storm to come,
and were perhaps able to prepare earlier
than others were. “Our OEM sales followed the same trend as OEM volumes,
but we managed our way through that,”
said Phillips. “Interestingly, we’re pretty
much back to the same number of manufacturers (that the RV industry) had
before the recession.” Δ
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Cities Get Tough on RV Parking, And Washington State
Gets Tough on RV Owners
Registering Rigs In Montana
to Avoid Taxes and Fees

A

s summer heated up and people
pulled their RVs out of storage,
debate throughout the U.S. and
Canada also got heated about where
RVs should be allowed to park.
It’s not a controversy that’s going to
subside very soon, given the number of
communities wrestling with the issue.
Of course, there are two distinctly different developments going on here. One
has to do with people, financially taxed
by the recession, living in their RVs in
cities and towns.
Making far more headlines, however,
are the zoning issues where the presence of recreational vehicles in cities
and subdivisions are viewed as a blight
from which homeowners feel they
should be protected by zoning ordinances.
A few examples:
q In the Chicago suburb of Itasca,
Ill., residents have won the right to park
their RVs in residential driveways for an
extra month on each side of the summer
RV season, according to the Chicago
Daily Heraldd, although it took the city
three years to change the law.
RV owners complained that they
weren’t able to take full advantage of
their investment in their RVs if they had
to park them in an RV storage lot in April
and October when the weather was
warm.
q In Aldergrove, British Columbia,
the city in June began enforcing a threeyear-old law that requires RVs to be
parked in backyards or in sideyards beyond a home’s setback line.
According to the Aldergrove Star,
several residents — among them one

couple that parked a trailer in their driveway for 18 years — have started a petition drive to have the law repealed.
q Officials in Person County, N.C., in
June were preparing to approve restrictions on the use of an RV on residential
property after complaints that a
landowner’s family members were
spending holiday weekends in an RV on
their own property according to the
Courier-Times.
✺ ✺ ✺
The state of Washington recently
took aim at what it considers tax cheats,
among them people who create limited
liability corporations (LLCs) in Montana
and register their RVs there to avoid
Washington sales taxes and tag fees.
A new law nails the violator with a
60% penalty based on what the RV
owner originally should have paid.
“We’ve always maintained that if you
are a Washington resident and you are
using a vehicle in Washington you need
to license it here and pay any sales taxes
on that vehicle,” Mike Gowrylow, the department’s communications director, told
Public Domain.
“It’s definitely a problem because
there are so many people (in Montana)
advertising this as a legal way to avoid
taxes. It’s not.”
✺ ✺ ✺
Having put away my M-16 rifle and
.45-caliber pistol after I left the U.S. Army
in 1968, I haven’t fired a shot since.
And my bet is that a majority of Americans have never fired a gun — in
wartime or otherwise.
That’s why I’m mystified why
continued on page 57

RV Business Senior Editor Bob Ashley is an Indianapolis-based freelance writer/ editor and
a 25-year newspaper veteran. He focuses on the RV industry and national recreation issues.
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Carefree from page 39

Roadmaster from page 45

Dometic from page 42

cial backing of the parent company for
much of Carefree’s success. “We’re able
to invest in new products, new technologies and new capabilities that
makes sense,” he said. “We have a fairly
substantial engineering department
with all degreed engineers of all disciplines — electrical, mechanical and industrial engineering — and we utilize
the latest in 3D solid-modeling software
technology in our product designs.”
The backing also allowed Carefree to
open a second facility in 2005. Located
in Elkhart, Ind., the plant primarily
services the company’s OEM base. “Redistribution and some product reassembly and modification is done in
Elkhart,” noted Rutherford. “Everything else is done in Colorado.”
Along the way, Carefree also adopted
the manufacturing philosophy espoused
by Lean Enterprises, which has allowed
the company to examine and document
procedures on how to assemble each
task related to the manufacturing
process. The technique has reduced
build times for product and increased
the speed of order fulfillment.
While there have been a few forays
into related industries — “the company
entered the residential awning market in
1994 but found it to be very fragmented
and we exited that business in 2006” —
for the most part Carefree has focused
strictly on RV products. Along the way,
it developed an extensive aftermarket
distribution system; the company’s
products are carried by more than 3,500
authorized dealers and its split between
OEM and aftermarket sales grew to approximately 50/50 during the recent
economic downturn.
“The biggest effect (the recent recession) had on us was the loss of some important OEM customers that didn’t
survive,” Rutherford said. “But we
didn’t see any decline in the aftermarket
in that period.” It is, in fact, the company’s aftermarket sales that leads
Rutherford to be “cautiously optimistic”
that the RV industry is on the rebound.
“The past 12 months have been very
solid for Carefree,” he noted. “We’re obviously still concerned about what the
future holds; the overall economic conditions that the industry is facing are
still there. The issues relative to unemployment, credit availability and consumer confidence of discretionary
purchases have not really changed. But
on the same hand, RVing is still a very
viable alternative for people looking for
inexpensive vacations.” Δ

bars, supplemental braking systems and
even sway bars. Roadmaster purchased
the suspension company IPD, and now
is the largest manufacturer of suspensions (including sway bars and steering
stabilizers) in the industry. In fact,
Roadmaster opened a facility in
Elkhart, Ind., specifically to service its
OEM clients with sway bars.
It remains, however, primarily an aftermarket supplier. In most instances, the
company’s 80/20 split between aftermarket and OEM customers would seem to
insulate it from a downturn effecting new
vehicle sales, but Roadmaster’s main
market serves the motorhome side of the
RV industry which was particularly hardhit by the 2008-‘09 recession.
“Most everything we do revolves
around motorized,” Edwards said. “We
don’t have a lot of product for travel
trailers and fifth-wheels. So even though
the (recent) motorhome business has
been great for the OEMs because dealers are restocking their lots, dealers still
are not moving them much faster than
they were a year ago. Things are still
fairly stagnant at this point in the Class
A and Class C markets. And of course
that hampers our business as well.
“I see it coming back,” he continued.
“It’s very steady, and it’s notching up
continuously. I think we’re a good 18 to
30 months out before it gets stronger
again, however. But we’re doing very
well through this downturn.”
That includes the supplemental
braking systems market, which both
Edwards and Robinson believe represents a huge untapped field.
While Roadmaster’s balance sheet
has been aided by several acquisitions
through the years — aside from IPD,
the company also purchased Wheelmaster, a wheel liner and air hose company; Skyline, a rotation molding
company that fabricates the Guardian
line of rock shields; and also has added
tow dolly manufacturing to its repertoire — Edwards admits being frustrated by the impact the economic
downturn also has had on the company’s R&D. “We’re the innovators of
the towing industry,” he said.
The slow times, however, appear to
be changing.
“Things are coming back, and we’re
increasing all the time,” Edwards enthused. “We are in the process of purchasing another building … and within
the next 12 months, we’ll have four new
products we’re working on in the marketplace.” Δ

rected to the OEM market and, like
most companies servicing the industry,
was negatively affected by the recession.
“But we were somewhat fortunate in
that some of the other business units
that we have are on a different ‘cycle’
from a timing standpoint,” said Sargent.
“Our RV business has been pretty
good in the last five or six months, and
have been trending on an improvement
path,” he continued. “I know that a lot
of people are concerned about the dealer
inventory, because retail sales don’t seem
to be rebounding as quickly as they had.
But what I like to look at is we had a
very extended period of time during this
last recession where inventory was far
less than retail sales, and as a consequence the inventory was reduced by
about 75,000 units during that period of
time, which was a little over a year. So
far this year — or going back a little into
last year — we’ve only increased dealer
inventory by 25,000 units.
“What that suggests to me is that
we’re in an inventory-building situation
because the overall dealer inventory was
at such a low point. We’re beginning to
get to an area where I think we have an
inventory level that is correct. And I think
that retail demand, longer term, is going
to do more dictating as far as wholesale
shipment volumes going forward.”
Dometic has, in fact, set in motion
plans to expand its Elkhart, Ind., manufacturing operations.
“The refrigerator facility in Elkhart
is only going at half-capacity right now,”
Sargent said. “There’s two halves to the
process: the first half is assembly, and
that’s running pretty efficiently. The
second half is actually manufacturing
components that go into the overall assembly of the refrigerator. They are currently produced overseas in another
plant, but we’re going to move that production to Indiana. That’s going to be
happening the second half of this year.
“It’s important for everyone to recognize that we are not abandoning the
RV industry and we are not abandoning
the Elkhart area,” Sargent added in reference to the company’s announced
plans to move its headquarters to
Louisville, Ky. “80% of our overall RV
sales from an OEM standpoint are in
the vicinity of Elkhart. That sector is
going to continue to operate. We also
have made a tremendous investment in
manufacturing operations in Elkhart
and LaGrange. So our overall commitment to the RV industry is as strong as
it’s ever been. Δ
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She’s RIGHT
About That!

’10

Spend an evening with Ann Coulter and Honor 2010’s Top 50 Dealers.

E V E N I N G E V E N TS

…all are welcome

6:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
OPEN BAR COCKTAIL RECEPTION

Hosted by RV Business magazine
and the Leadership Alliance

7:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
DINNER & OPENING REMARKS

The Rio Suites Hotel & Casino,
Brasilia Ballroom
Las Vegas, Nevada

8:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
KEYNOTE SPEAKER

During the RV Dealers International Convention & Expo

8:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
AWARDS PRESENTATION

Ticket cost is $139; RVDA members pay $119.
To register, visit www.rvbusiness.com and click on Top 50
registration, or fill out the form below and fax back to
574-522-0918. Questions? Call 800-719-1085

ANN COULTER

RV Business and the



[

ALL INDUSTRY EVENT

Number of tickets:
List Attendees:
Your Name:
Your Title:
Your Company Name:
Address:
City:
State:
Phone:
E-mail:

Go To:

|

OCTOBER 6, 2010

]

Type of Credit Card:
Expiration Date:
Card Number:
Card Holder Name:
I authorize Affinity Group, Inc. to charge my credit card for the
RV Business Top 50 Awards Reception and Dinner.

To register, visit www.rvbusiness.com and click on Top 50
registration, or fill out this form and Fax to: 574/522-0418

Zip:

SIGNATURE:
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C L A S S I F I E D

A D V E R T I S I N G
MOTORHOMES WANTED

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

ATTENTION DEALERS!
Packrat RV, a licensed Dealer, buys the
motorhomes you don’t want on your lot.
Nationwide
Call Clint 1-877-520-MINI (6464)

GREAT LOCATION, HIGH VISIBILITY,
FREEWAY FRONTAGE on I-8 in Yuma, AZ.
Approx 2 1/2 acres. Building with large offices,
service bays w/50 amp. completely fenced, Cat 5
wiring, 500 gal propane filling station. Recently
major remodeled. Property shows great!!! Large
retirement and snowbird population. Contact:
Ken Buckley 928-305-0129. See pictures
www.loopnet.com/profile/557927261/Ken
Buckley contact us at: AZ321@theriver.com

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
BECOME AN RV RENTAL DEALER
El Monte RV is expanding its Dealer Rental
Network. The company is currently looking
for new dealers in key areas throughout the
USA. El Monte RV supplies the motorhomes,
reser vations, and necessar y training and
software. For additional information, please
call “Dealer Program” at (800) 367-4707 or visit
our website at www.elmonterv.com and click on
the “Contact Us” link and select “New Dealer
Inquiries”.

WE BUY MOTORHOMES
2000 & NEWER - PAID FOR OR NOT
CASH Payment & NATIONWIDE Pick Up
Contact Bill Fishfader @ 1-509-993-0321.
RVs NORTHWEST • SPOKANE, WA

RV PARTS
MOTORHOME PARTS

INTERNET SERVICES

RV DEALERSHIP WEBSITES & RV PARK
websites starting from $599. We build websites
that allow you to have the control to be able
to update new and used inventory online with
pictures and descriptions, etc. We also build
websites for campgrounds. Visit our website
at www.commercer v.com and call us for
a quote on your next website or re-design
of your current one at 1-888-465-7201 or
email at tws@commercenetworks.com

www.WinnebagoParts.com
Parts for all Winnebago/Itasca products
& LeSharo/Phasar. Body/crash parts,
decals & glass 1975 to present. Personal
service at fair prices for our customers
worldwide. M-F, 8-5 Central time.
800-933-7742
PROPERTY FOR SALE
IDEAL I-35 DEALERSHIP LOCATION
NEXT TO CAMPING WORLD IN THE
TEXAS HILL COUNTRY
16 acres between San Antonio & Austin
Several established RV dealerships near
Contact Les Broyles at 830-708-5613.

©

COACHMEN WHOLESALE PARTS DEPOT
An Authorized Coachmen Parts Distributor
Call us for all your Coachmen Sportscoach
Shasta needs. Courteous, experienced staff.
Wholesale Pricing. Same Day Service. 8-5 EST
(866) 412-7936 www.coachmenparts.com
RV PARTS WANTED
RV PARTS WANTED
WE BUY COMPLETE/PARTIAL INVENTORIES DOWNSIZING, CLOSING,
SPRING CLEANING, ETC...NEW, USED,
OBSOLESCENCE, BODY PARTS,
ACCESSORIES STEVE 775-742-5166

CLASSIFIEDS
Use this form or your own stationery to submit your ad copy!

Ë Classified Ads — Priced at $25 per line, 40 characters and spaces per line, five-line minimum. Ad closing for the Nov/Dec 2010 issue is Sept. 3, reaching subscribers on October 26.
GENERAL INFO: For ad with photo, trademarks or logos add $50 for B/W or $65 in color (photos are restricted to RVs or real estate,
logos are unrestricted). Boldface type for $10 per line • For your ad to appear in red type add $25.
Classifieds are prepaid by Visa/MC/Discover, check, or money order. No agency commissions or cash discounts.
Blind Box service is available at an additional cost of $15. Allow one line of billable space for Blind Box address.
Please refer questions to Joyce Reweda at (805) 667-4391, Email jreweda@affinitygroup.com

Name/email address:____________________________________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________________________________
Phone/Fax: ______________________________________________ Run for ______________ issues
Credit Card Number: ______________________________________ Expiration: __________________

Signature: ____________________________________________ Category: ________________

• RV BUSINESS Classifieds, PO Box 8510, Ventura, CA 93002-9912 • Fax (805) 667-4379 •
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Public Domain from page 53
Congress felt compelled to add an
amendment to the Credit Card Act of
2009 that allows loaded firearms to be
carried in national parks.
I can’t imagine why anyone would
want to be “packing” in a national park,
with all due respect to the Second
Amendment views of the National Rifle
Association.
Supporters of the amendment were
at best devious for maneuvering it without a hearing into a bill that had nothing
to do with guns or gun ownership.
In a letter to the Seattle Timess, Paul
Heins, a Redmond, Wash., resident said
he and his wife have camped in national
parks for 40 years, and he wondered
why people feel inclined to carry guns.
“My wife and I ... have never witnessed

a situation where a weapon was even remotely needed,” he wrote. “Our wilderness experience will be ruined by anxiety
and concern that people next to us are
armed. Seeing a hiker with a holstered
sidearm on the trail ... will ruin the environment we went (want) to experience.”
Too bad Heins and others didn’t have
the chance to express those feelings before Congress
✺ ✺ ✺
On a related note of more direct interest to RV manufacturers in northern Indiana, the Indiana General Assembly, in

its questionable wisdom and supported
by the NRA, passed a law that went into
effect July 1 that allows employees to
take registered guns to work as long as
they are locked in the trunk of their car
on their employers’ parking lot.
John Ganyard, human resources
manager for Keystone RV Co., said during a seminar on the new law sponsored
by the Greater Elkhart (Ind.) Chamber of
Commerce, that the new law is a “nightmare waiting to happen,” according to
the South Bend Tribune.
I couldn’t agree more. Δ

Cummins from page 40
proven successful in both RV and commercial mobile applications, but has not
sold as well as the company had hoped.
“We introduced the system right when the
market began to decline,” he says. “The
timing really couldn’t have been worse.”
All things considered, however, Cummins didn’t suffer nearly as badly as some
in the industry. “We went down in the
RV market just like everyone else, and we
had significant layoffs,” said Enyart.
“Fortunately, our commercial and industrial businesses didn’t go down as far or
as fast, so we were able to redeploy some
of our employees to those jobs.”
Enyart noted that moving the employees enabled Cummins to retain a
trained workforce, which was then recalled to the RV side of the business
when the market began to recover.
“We’re up significantly over last year
and have pretty much followed the recovery of the RV market. As a result, all
of the people that were laid off are now
back at work,” he said.
And, Cummins continues to press
on. The company introduced a 3.2kW
diesel genset for the wildly popular
Sprinter market in 2008, and now virtually every diesel generator installed in
a Sprinter is a Cummins Onan product.
Enyart believes the biggest challenge
for the industry as a whole will be to
provide the same coach amenities in
smaller packages — and, for Cummins,
it will be to provide commensurately
smaller gensets to meet that need. Δ
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Dicor from page 41
While Fore was hesitant to discuss
the new project in detail until the panel
debuts, he did note that the new product “was designed to accomplish a number of things relative to what’s available
today. It was designed to be as light or
lighter, to eliminate the use of wood,
eliminate seams, perform at high temperatures better than anything that’s
ever been made in
this industry —
and our testing
indicates
that
we’ve
accomplished all of
those objectives.”
The new panels also are characterized
as
“green,” or environmentally
friendly.
“Not
only the product,”
Fore noted, “but
the process itself.”
Under development for 2 ½ years, the new panels
will, according to Fore, be applicable to
a number of other uses, including transportation, marine and architectural applications. “The market for that type of
product is probably larger outside the
RV industry than inside the industry,
but we’re tackling the RV industry with
it first for two reasons. One is that is the
market we serve right now, and it’s
where our experience is. Secondly, it is
probably the hardest of all those products to make because of the requirement
on the aesthetic finish.”
When it becomes operational, Vixen
Composites will become Dicor’s fifth
subsidiary. Alta Resources, a division the
company formed twelve years ago, is a
distributor of windshield wiper systems,
fluid containers Slide Locks and remote
controls, while another internally formed
subsidiary, Seal Designs, was founded
three years back to provide the industry
with custom rubber and TPE extrusions,
foam tapes, gasketing products and expansion polyurethanes. Dicor also has
grown its market share through acquisitions, adding window shade specialist
United Shade in 2003. A complementary company, Window Expressions, was
acquired about 3 ½ years ago.
While Dicor’s primary market is the
OEM manufacturer — not only in the
RV arena, but the commercial transportation, industrial equipment, agricultural, transit, cargo and marine
58
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industries — the company also supplies
a significant aftermarket clientele. According to Fore, about 20% of Dicor’s
annual sales can be attributed to the aftermarket, a diversity that helped soften
the blow of the recent recession and
subsequent drop-off in new RV sales.
“The aftermarket has its ups-anddowns,” he noted, “but it doesn’t move
as dramatically as the OEM market.
“The aftermarket really wasn’t up —
if you talk to the distribution channel
their business was
all off, but it
wasn’t off nearly
to the extent that
the OEM was off.
This tells you that
the retail public
continues to use
RVs. They continue to have their
products serviced,
and there’s a viable
lifestyle industry
going on out there
regardless of what
happens
in
Elkhart, Indiana.”
Aside from the challenges of an uncertain economy and the acknowledgement of a slightly smaller, more focused
industry (“I don’t know if we’ll ever
again reach the highs that were reached
back in the real heydays … but the longterm sustainable volume is probably in
the 225,000-250,000 unit range”) Fore,
along with Gary Adamson, Dicor
CEO, also has established a short-term
goal for the company: to help the Dicor
Corp. family of companies develop a
more cohesive branding strategy.
“Over time there’s been a confusion
probably built of the difference between
the Dicor brand and the Dicor Corp.,”
he said. “Dicor brand is pretty well
known for roofing products and stainless-steel decorative wheel accessories,
but Dicor Corp. isn’t as well known relative to our involvement in other businesses and other products. One of the
challenges we have going forward is to
try to separate the brand from the corporation and the core set of values that
we try to operate under; internally they
feed through all of our other operations,
but externally its probably not that well
known, so we have some work to do
there. We are on a path to get it done.
We’ve formed in-house committees to
talk about branding and strategies and
communication and we’re working very
hard to try to provide to the industry
and the public a better picture of what
Dicor Corp. is.” Δ
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9 Out Of 10
Tire Failures Are
Caused By Low
Tire Pressure
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Smart inventory management today
builds a secure business tomorrow
Managing your inventory flow — from order to stock to sale — is critical to the long-term health of
your business. That’s why GE Capital, Commercial Distribution Finance supports your growth the
smart way with a proven approach to lending, advanced customer solutions and more than 50 years
of expertise in inventory financing. In fact, we provided 36,000 North American businesses more than
$25 billion last year to manage their inventory efficiently. GE Capital, Commercial Distribution
Finance: Sound thinking today leads to a secure business tomorrow.
Call us today at 800-289-4488 to speak with a representative.
Or visit us online at www.gecdf.com to find out more.

© 2010 General Electric Capital Corporation. All rights reserved.
All transactions subject to credit approval by GE.
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Welcome to our digital edition of RV Business Magazine. This format makes it easy for you to navigate the magazine and
provides direct links to Internet sites of our advertisers, our
RVBusiness.com Web site, and many Web sites to supplement our
editorial features.

Here are some tips on how to use Digital RV Business:
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• Click on the RVBusiness.com button to go directly to
our Web site.
• Click on the User Guide button on any page to bring
you back to this page.
• Click on the Contents button to take you to the Table
of Contents page from anywhere in the magazine.
• When the hand icon changes to a pointing
finger, it indicates a link to a Web site or to another page in
the magazine.
• Use the Zoom

tool to zoom in on the page. Use

the Zoom-out tool
and hold down the option
(Macintosh) or Windows key to toggle back and forth.
• Click and drag using the Dynamic Zoom
infinitely control the zoom.

tool to

We recommend a Page Layout view of Continuous - Facing, but
Adobe Reader provides several options you may prefer.

We hope you enjoy reading our Digital RV Business Magazine and
we encourage your comments and suggestions to our editor atb
bhampson@affinitygroup.com

